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  Abstract	
  	
  
This thesis is meant to serve as part of a competence platform for future product development projects
at Sandvik Coromant AB, Solid Round Tools Department, Västberga, Sweden. The project objective
is to gain generic knowledge of the wear mechanisms that restrict tool lifetime when drilling austenitic
stainless steel. Thus, identifying if the weakest link of the tool is located within the coating, the
coating adherence or in the strength of the substrate. A theoretical review of the work-piece and tool
materials has been conducted as a background, along with definition of tool geometry and process
parameters. Furthermore, the review includes chemical and process design effect on mechanical
properties of the austenitic stainless steel, TiAlN coatings and cemented carbide substrates.
Additionally, the basic principles of the wear mechanisms and wear types that are specific to drilling
have been reviewed. During the experimental procedures both solid and exchangeable tip drills from
cemented carbide with multilayered PVD TiAlN coatings were tested. Two series of tests were
conducted, the first series aimed to identify wear type dependency on cutting speed, focusing on wear
of the tool margin. The second test series was performed to map the wear progression depending on
distance. Analyses including identification the main wear mechanism, quantification the amount of
wear, identify wear location on the tool, crack investigation and WDS analysis of chemical wear.
Adhesive coating wear was found on the tool margin at an early stage. The adhesive wear rapidly
progressed into a stable intermediate stage. Leaving the substrate exposed and more susceptible to
other wear types resulting in crack and oxide layer formation.
Keywords: Austenitic Stainless Steel, Cemented Carbide, Drilling, Wear mechanisms, Adhesive
wear, Margin, Cracks.

Abbreviations	
  
AUS SS: Austenitic Stainless Steel
SS: Stainless Steel
WC/Co: Cemented Carbide
CD870: CoroDrill 870-MM
CD860: CoroDrill 860-MM
ETD: Exchangeable Tip Drill
PVD: Physical Vapor Deposition
CVD: Chemical Vapor Deposition
SFE: Stacking Fault Energy
ST1: Sub-Test One
ST2: Sub-Test Two
HAZ: Heat Affected Zone
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Chapter-‐‑1	
  Introduction	
  
1.1 Aim and objectives
The aim of this thesis work is to investigate the
wear mechanisms that act on the tool during
machining of austenitic stainless steel. This
research is focused on the drilling process, and
wear that is located around the outer corner
and on the margin of the tool. Areas
emphasized by figure 1.1. These areas of the
Figure 1.1, Margin of the tool.
tool are in constant contact with the hole wall
during drilling.
The drill types that are going to be investigated are both solid and exchangeable tip
drills. Made from cemented carbide, equipped with PVD, TiAlN based coatings, taking chemical and
mechanical properties effects on wear into consideration. The objective is to gain generic knowledge
of tool performance by identifying the tool lifetime limiting wear mechanism and its location on the
tool. Furthermore, it is the purpose to generate a better understanding of the wear effect on the tool
performances, through mapping the progression of the main wear mechanism. This work is meant to
serve as part of a knowledge platform for future product development within the stainless steel
application area, at Sandvik Coromant AB, Solid Round Tools department in Västberga.

1.2 Research questions
The origin of this research is based on empirical knowledge, from prior experiments performed
internally at Sandvik Coromant AB. In order to gain deeper knowledge of the problem that arises, a
series of research questions were derived from the project objective.
To be able to improve the tool lifetime, the restricting part of the tool needs to be
identified and understood for future development. Hence, the research questions that are meant to be
the basis of this project seeking answer through
experimental work are.
-  

Where on the tool does the tool life
limiting wear occur?
-   Which part of the tool seen in figure 1.2 is
the first to break?
a)   Is it within the coating?
b)   Is it in the interface between the
coating and the substrate?
c)   Is it within the substrate?
Figure 1.2, Cross-section illustration of coating and
substrate.
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As a compliment to the experimental work, a literature review was conducted to further enhance the
understanding of the experimental results. Thus, in literature answers to the following questions were
sought for.
-‐  
-‐  
-‐  
-‐  

What makes the material properties of the austenitic stainless steel so unique and difficult to
machine?
Which process parameters have the greatest impact on tool life, during drilling?
What characterizes the tool work-piece interaction in the drilling process?
How and why, does wear usually occur in this process?

These questions served as a starting point for the literature review in this project.

1.3 Methodology
In this section the methodology approach will be presented which has been taken to fulfill the
objectives of this study and present the final result in this report. Through presenting the approach the
reader can more easily follow the purpose of the different steps that have been taken along the way.
In this project a 9-step approach has been
used to investigate the wear mechanism of
the drills, and as a result, also achieving
the main objective in this study. The
different steps in this process are
illustrated by figure 1.3.

Project	
  formulation

External
CD860

Literature	
  review
Experimental	
  testing	
  ST1

Internal
CD870

The first two steps, project formulation of
Data	
  Collection
the objective and literature review were
Experimental	
  sample	
  investigation
used to select the set-up for the
Analysis ST1
experimental procedure, of the first test
Selection of cutting data	
  ST2
series, sub-test one (ST1). Then the first
Experimental	
  testing ST2
part of testing began with the purpose to
Mapping of adhesive	
  wear	
  progression, CD860	
  and	
  CD870
see how the wear mechanisms changed
Data	
  collection
when altering the process parameters
Experimental	
  data
Theoretical	
  hypothesis	
  
speed and feed. Experimental testing of
ST1 was followed by data collection and
Analysis
analysis of the result. From which, the
process parameters for the second sub-test
Results/Conclusions
(ST2) were extracted with the purpose of
achieving the objectives in the best possible Figure 1.3, Flowchart of steps taken to achieve the objectives in
this thesis.
way, i.e. isolating the main wear mechanism
and location that was believed to be the
main mechanism in industry applications. The final two steps of data collection and analysis of the
result is what will constitute the basis for the final conclusions, from the wear progression and its
impact on machining.
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Chapter-‐‑2	
  Background	
  	
  
The intention with the following chapter is to introduce Sandvik Coromant AB, to give an overview of
the stainless steel market and Sandviks position in metal-cutting market. Reviewing alloying elements
affect on machinability, mechanical properties and behavior of stainless steel. Focusing on austenitic
stainless steel in specific. Also, included in the background is the two drill materials, cemented carbide
(WC/Co) the bulk material (substrate) and the TiAlN coatings, along with definition of the drill
geometry and cutting parameters that has been used throughout.

2.1 Sandvik Coromant AB
Sandvik Coromant AB is one of the leading suppliers of tools, tooling solutions and metal-cutting
know-how in the world. The Sandvik Coromant AB division originated from the Sandvik cemented
carbide group back in 1942 in Sandviken, Sweden. Now roughly 70 year later the Coromant division
has grown to 8 000 employees in 130 countries worldwide and it is part of the business area Sandvik
Machining Solutions (SMS). The division’s success is all down to research and development (R&D)
creating unique innovations together with customers. Their work is aimed to achieve advanced
productivity enhancement in industries such as general engineering, automotive, mining, aerospace
and energy. In 2013 the global metal-cutting market was valued to 150 billion SEK, with an annual
growth of 4-5%, SMS reporting invoice sales of 28.5 billion SEK in 2014. The current strategy is to
increase the market share and to improve profitability; through R&D investments strategically
positioned for future growth and increased efficiency within SMS. It is planned for 15 000 new
products to be launched within the coming year (2015), along with supply chain optimization for the
SMS department [1, 2].

2.2 Introduction to stainless steel
The term stainless steel (SS) refers to a group of corrosion resistant alloys; they are generally defined
as iron (Fe)- based with a minimum chromium (Cr) content of 10.5 wt.%. Often also alloyed with
nickel (Ni). What gives SS so good corrosion resistant is the spontaneous formation of a thin oxide
film at the surface. This chromium rich oxide film is inert and tightly adhered to the surface,
protecting in a wide range of corrosive medium with a self-repairing mechanism gaining great
endurance [3].
The stainless steels are alloys that contain several alloying elements which all affect the
material properties differently. But it is their combined influence, the heat treatment and number of
inclusions that determines the final properties of the steel grade. This makes it possible to design
material properties required for a specific application, as a result of the design flexibility during
processing there are over 150 different types of stainless steel grades. The grades all have different
material properties in terms of corrosion resistance, strength, formability and machinability to name a
few. This allows them to be used in many application areas where corrosion resistance is of great
importance. That is also the reason for the highly differentiated stainless steel market. Even though SS
is a common part of our every day life only 26% (2013) of the demand comes from consumer items
used in corrosive environments, e.g. kitchen appliances etc. Industry applications are food industry,
chemical industry, transportation industry, offshore oil and gas industry. These industries benefit from
the SS design flexibility, and so they also constitute the main demand 51 % according to figure 2.1 [3,
4, 5].
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Figure 2.1, Stainless steel application demands (2013), total volume 38.13 Million tones
with an annual growth rate of 5.53%, the volume is composed of 53% CrNi grades,
20.2% CrMn grades and 25.4% Cr grades [3].

The worldwide consumption trend was at an annual growth rate of 5.53% back in 2013 with a total
volume of 39.1 million tones. Of which 50%, was consumed by China alone, only with an
approximate third of the stainless steel consumption kg/capita in comparison with Sweden 2010 [3, 4].

2.3 Austenitic stainless Steel
The austenitic stainless steel (AUS SS) group is the largest group of stainless steels produced (70% of
total production). They can be divided into five sub groups, high temperature grades, high
performance grades, Cr-Ni-Mo grades, Cr-Mn grades and Cr-Ni grades which are known as the 18-8
general purpose grades (the 300 steel grade series) and constitute more than 50% of the global
stainless steel production. The austenitic 18-8 refers to their approximate Cr-Ni content; nevertheless
they contain other alloying elements as well, all with their individual purposes. For example, nitrogen
(N) strongly favors the formation of an austenitic structure, protects against localized corrosion and
increases the SS mechanical strength. Carbon (C) is also a strong austenite former and increases the
mechanical strength significantly.
Apart from protecting against sensitization due to low C solubility in the AUS phase,
Titanium (Ti) also stabilizes the AUS phase and strengthens the mechanical properties at elevated
temperatures through carbide formation [3, 5].
Apart from the above-mentioned alloying elements the Schaeffler DeLong diagram is a
common way in SS design to predict the alloying elements effect on the phases that will be present in
the microstructure, which is critical for their mechanical properties. The diagram is based on the two
following equations.
𝑁𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑙	
  𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 = %𝑁𝑖 + 0.5	
  %𝑀𝑛 + 30 ∗ 	
  %𝐶 + %𝑁

(1.)

𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚	
  𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 = %𝐶𝑟 + %𝑀𝑜 + 1.5 ∗ %𝑆𝑖 + 0.5 ∗ %𝑁𝑏

(2.)
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Nickel is an austenite stabilizer and the chromium favors the formation of the softer ferrite. It is not
just alloying elements that determine the mechanical properties of the steel, nonmetallic inclusions
such as SiO2, CaO and MnO from processing slag have a large impact as well. When producing
machinability improved AUS SS one manufactures steel with sulfur addition, essentially designing the
amount of sulfur inclusions such as CaS and MnS that increases wettability for optimum machinability
[3, 5].

2.4 Stacking fault energy, work-hardening and mechanical
properties
The stacking fault energy (SFE) of AUS SS is of interest both from a theoretical and practical point of
view, since the defect structure is directly linked to the deformation behavior and the machinability.
The SFE affects the dislocation cross slip and climb, which are the main factors to influencing the
metal work hardening and creep behavior. The deformation mechanisms of AUS SS are depending on
the SFE and there are mainly two deformation phenomenon’s that occur in this face centered cubic
(FCC) structured material. Namely twinning and stress/strain induced martensitic microstructural
transformation. The AISI 316 steel has a Brinell hardness in the range 160-190 while Ms phase can
reach hardness up towards 700. Figure 4 is an illustration of the alignment of the close packed {111}plane in the FCC structure where dislocation movements and {111}-plane slip into the Ms HCP
structure most easily occur. There are in total four close packed planes in the FCC structure [6, 7].

Figure 2.2, Illustration of the {1 1 1} - slip plane in the FCC crystal structure [6].

At first deformation hardening is very low in the FCC system when single dislocations are free to
move on parallel planes, but as deformation increases more slip systems will be activated. When two
dislocations intersect they get entangled and form dislocation cells, this makes dislocation movement
more difficult and thus sliding distance for each dislocation becomes shorter. This lowers the
magnitude of deformation and increases the work hardening [7].
The general perception is that a FCC material with high stacking fault energy more
easily deforms than a material with a low energy. Thus, the deformation mechanism depends on the
SFE, which can be divided into three different intervals. AUS SS with SFE in the range <18mJ/m2 will
most probably undergo martensitic transformation during straining, SFE 18-45 mJ/m2 experience
twinning during deformation and in materials with SFE >45mJ/m2 dislocation glide is the main
deformation mechanism [8].
When investigating the compositional influence on stacking fault energy the result seen
in AUS SS with FCC structures is that the energy varies between 10-100 mJ/m2, in the close packed
{111}-plane, figure 2.2. But there are limitations to these predictions, a reliable energy measurement
requires high compositional accuracy of the metal. Measurements that almost only can be achieved in
8

laboratory environments. Measurements performed on commercial AUS SS grades by Schramm et al.
(1974) [9] resulted in stacking fault energy of 78 mJ/m2 for the AISI 316 steel grade. Thus, the AISI
316L grade would experience dislocation glide as its main deformation mechanism. It has been seen
that Ni raises the stacking fault energy in Fe-Cr-Ni systems. The SFE of FCC follows a linear
dependency, thus in the Fe-Ni-Cr system the stacking fault energy can be estimated based on the
nickel content [9, 10]. The AISI 316 AUS SS grade has a relatively high Ni content in the 300-grade
series, AUS SS with less Ni experience/undergo more work-hardening.
Decreasing grain size will decrease the martensitic transformation temperature and thus
also the volume fraction of deformation induced martensite. The tendency seen is that decreasing the
grain size the SFE increases, as the Ms temperature and volume fraction of stress induced martensite
decreases. Thus, high SFE level favors dislocation movement and decrease the chance of stressinduced martensite [9]. During deformation it is the unstable AUS, which transforms to Ms thus it
should be noted that nickel equivalents that promotes ferrite actually impedes the stress induced Ms
transformation.
Temperature greatly influences the machining and deformation behavior of AUS SS
partly through the SFE level, which means that deformation mechanisms dependent on SFE is also
dependent on temperature. The SFE energy of AUS SS was found to be linearly dependent on
temperature, so higher temperature would give a higher SFE level and a more easily deformed
material [11].
Physical properties of AISI 316 austenitic stainless steel have been summarized in table
2.1, and put in relation to AISI 1018 carbon steel to display the essential differences that characterize
AUS SS.
Table 2.1, Physical and thermal properties of AISI316 and the AISI 1018 steel grades [12, 13].

Property
Elasticity Modulus [GPa]
Shear Modulus [GPa]
Thermal expansion, linear at
500ᵒC [µm/m-ᵒC]
Thermal conductivity, at
100ᵒC [W/m K]
Specific heat capacity, Cv
[J/kg-K]
Solidus temperature, Ts [ᵒC]

Austenitic Stainless AISI 316
193
86
17.5

Carbon Steel AISI 1018
200
78
13.9

16.3

51.9

500

450

1370

1450

Thus, what characterizes the 316 grade and makes it especially difficult to machine is the work-piece
hardening and toughness together with relatively high thermal expansion and low thermal
conductivity. The true stress strain curve figure 2.3 illustrates the work-piece hardening during
deformation (strain), stress increases as the strain is increased, which means that more energy is
needed to be able to machine (deform) the material and that leads to greater heat generation. The
technological stress strain curve in figure 2.4 illustrates the elongation and ductility, which is the
ability to consume energy during elastic and plastic deformation before rupture this is what illustrates
a sticky material, the reason for lots of adhered work-piece material during machining, in comparison
with carbon steel AISI 1018 and especially pearlitic cast iron, see appendix A 2.4.
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Stainless Steel AISI 316
2.3

Engineering Stress [MPa]

True Stress [MPa]

Stainless Steel AISI 316
2.4

Engineering Strain

True Strain

Carbon Steel AISI 1018
True Stress [MPa]

Engineering Stress [MPa]

2.5

Carbon Steel AISI 1018

True Strain

2.6

Engineering Strain

Figure 2.3-2.6, True and engineering (technological) stress strain curves for stainless steel AISI 316 and carbon steel
AISI 1018, modified images [14, 15, 16].

Comparing the true stress strain curves the slope of the curves are what distinguishes the materials
work-piece hardening from one another. From yield stress the AISI 316 slope is roughly twice as big
as the slope on the AISI 1018 steel. Comparing the technological stress strain curves the work-piece
hardening can be seen as the rise in stress of the curves. Ultimate tensile strength is reached in the
technological stress strain curve for AISI 1018 much closer to rupture in comparison to the AISI 316
steel. Cast iron is a steel type that doesn’t show the same the deformation behavior it is harder and
more brittle, which means that it has a very small plastic deformation region before rupture. A stress
strain comparison between the more easily machined cast iron and carbon steel can be seen in
appendix A 2.4.
Mechanical properties and machinability of the AISI 316 steel are also dependent on
temperature and grain size. Experiments have shown that materials with a larger grain size will have a
lower yield stress at constant temperature. The difference in yield strength between room tempered
(RT ~25°C) and AISI 316 at 600°C is an approximate decrease of ~30%, but the relative differences in
strength between grain sizes remain the same (RT versus 600ᵒC). At 800°C the materials properties are
largely affected by the thermal softening. In addition the thermal effect is more depending on the grain
size during deformation at 800°C. The smallest and least thermally affected AUS SS grain size of
2.7µm tested by Sigh (2004) [17], still reached a reduction in yield of -75% from RT compared to
800ᵒC. The larger sized grains experiences a larger decrease in stress after plastic collapse before
rupture in comparison to the smaller grains, i.e. they get much softer and can be further elongated
before they break.
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2.5 Cemented carbide (WC/Co)
Cemented carbide (WC/Co) is the name used referring to the tungsten carbide (WC) with an
approximate stoichiometric composition in a cobalt (Co) binder phase, that has been produced using
powder metallurgy, WC/Co constitutes the bulk material of the tool. The material has been produced
using high temperature sintering usually at 1300-1600°C. During which the intergranular binder phase
act as WC grain size growth inhibitor and as an intergranular filler to get as close as possible to a
100% theoretical density, with as little pores as possible for better mechanical properties. The binder
phase is ductile often mainly made from cobalt. However cemented carbide tools can contain several
other hard components as well. The manufacturing of WC/Co includes several steps such as milling,
pressing, and liquid phase sintering. During which the microstructural evolution of the material occurs.
Thus, there are several parameters to consider achieving the desired properties of a WC/Co tool [18,
19]. The reason why one selects WC/Co as a cutting tool material is that it has significantly superior
toughness and hardness even at elevated temperature in comparison to other materials available such
as high-speed steel (HSS), which was the preferred choice in the past. The microstructure of a WC/Co
tool is characterized by size and shape distribution of the different phases, mainly WC. WC/Co
substrates with finer microstructure will have better wear resistance than a coarser structured substrate
with the same hardness [21]. Increasing the cobalt content in a substrate will reduce the hardness,
increase the ductility and reduce the wear resistance. The following image is of a WC/10 wt.%-Co
microstructure substrate that is traditionally used in ISO-M applications.

Figure 2.7, Microstructure of a substrate used in ISO-M, white WC grains and dark Co binder phase [20].

The WC carbides are often denoted as α-phase and are recognized as the white angular grains in the
electron microscope image figure 2.7. They have a pure hexagonal structure that often constitute 60-95
vol.% of the substrate. In WC/Co substrates other W-based carbides can also be found as round shaped
carbide grains denoted γ-phase, which has a cubic structure. The darker regions in between the carbide
grains often referred to as ß-phase is the cobalt (Co) binder with FCC structure that acts as cement
between the hard carbide grains, hence the name cemented carbide [22].
Even though cemented carbide has great mechanical properties (hardness and strength)
suitable for machining processes, their chemical composition effect thermal properties that also need
to be considered when tailoring the material for a specific application.
The thermal properties of the binary WC/Co system with a composition 94/6-wt.%
respectively have a thermal conductivity of 92 W/m K. The conductivity interval for the binary WCCo system ranges between 70-120 W/m K, finer grain size gives a lower conductivity. The thermal
expansion for a WC/Co system with 10wt.%-Co is approximately 6 *10-6/ᵒC. For a WC/Co substrate
11

in the region 5-25 %Co the thermal expansion coefficient ranges from 5.5 – 7.5 *10-6/ᵒC, the
expansion coefficient for WC/Co drills aimed for drilling AUS SS is usually 1/3 of AUS SS itself [21].
Even though theoretically the composition of the WC carbide is stoichiometric and
should approximately be 50-50, in the real manufacturing process carbon content needs to be carefully
balanced. A surplus of carbon will lead to over saturation and so carbon will exist freely in the
microstructure. That eventually leads to graphite formation that typically reduces tool performance
drastically. If the substrate is undersaturated in terms of carbon content the so-called eta-phase (ηphase), will be present in the microstructure [18, 22]. It is a W3Co3C phase that leads to Co depletion
of the binder phase, resulting in an embrittlement of the tool that normally reduces mechanical
properties drastically. With the presence of η-phase tool lifetime is usually limited due to brittle edge
line fracture. In figure 2.6 the design window for carbon fraction can be seen for a WC-10wt.%Co
substrate.

Figure 2.8, Weight percent carbon (C) in WC/Co tools [17].

As seen in the Thermo-Calc simulations performed by I. Borg (2014) [18], the window to avoid
graphite and other unwanted phases is only 1-2 wt.%C wide for a WC-10wt.%Co substrate.
Chromium (Cr) is another element added to the substrate because of its contribution to
oxidation and corrosion resistance, much like its purpose in stainless steel. But it also act as a grain
growth inhibitor during sintering, resulting in a finer grain size. Its effect on grain growth is due to Cr
segregation towards WC grain boundaries slowing down the interface migration. Cr dissolves in the
Co binder phase since it has lower solubility in WC. Very large Cr additions lead to gradual
replacement of the tough binder to a more brittle binder phase. Because of formation of Cr-rich M7C3
carbides, large Cr additions have a negative effect on the solution hardening of the substrate as well.
Finally, Cr promotes Co nucleation resulting in a more dispersed binder phase with a shorter mean
free path, and better wear resistance [19].
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2.6 Titanium-Aluminum-Nitride Coatings (TiAlN)
In the near future metal-cutting industry is expecting to be challenged by tougher environmental
legislations, i.e. pollution restrictions and restrictions on disposal of oil based cutting fluid. The main
purpose of using cutting fluid is that it acts as a coolant, lubricant and a transport medium for the chips
during machining. However, recent development of cutting tool material meaning substrate and
coating has focused on maintaining the machining performance while reducing the volume flow of
cutting fluid. The reduction has been to the extent of dry machining condition in some cases. Thus
these conditions require excellent performance from the materials, and PVD coated TiAlN have been
one of the major contributor in the recent development. What makes TiAlN such a good coating
material is its ability to maintain high surface hardness and oxidation resistance at elevated
temperature, characteristic properties for good wear resistance. The reason behind the good oxidation
resistance is the formation of a double oxide layer with good adherence. Outwards diffusion of Al to
the surface of the coating leads to an Al-rich oxide layer at the top and inward diffusion of oxygen
leads to a Ti-rich oxide at the interface between coating and substrate, this double layer protects the
coating from further oxidation [23].
The TiAlN forms a rock salt structure for Ti1-xAlxN x<0.7, and it can be considered two
interpenetrating FCC structures, seen in the following figure.

Figure 2.9, Rock salt structure of TiAlN [24].

The structures are substitutionary disordered and can be divided into two sub lattices, one randomly
occupied by large Al and Ti atoms and the other one occupied by small N atoms. However, this
system is not thermodynamically stable, thus given a sufficiently high enough Al content or thermal
energy externally supplied to the system this rock salt structure will decompose into wurtzite (w) AlN,
cubic (c) TiN or Ti enriched Ti1-xAlxN. Temperatures also affect the hardness of the coating, which is
one of the most important properties to generate a high wear resistance of the coating. TiN coatings
generally shows a decrease in hardness with increasing temperature, while TiAlN coatings have a
constant hardness until 800ᵒC followed by an increase in hardness due to spinodal decomposition of
the rock salt structure. Decomposing into Ti-enriched c-Ti1-xAlxN regions and c-AlN nanograins,
before it starts to lose its hardness due to thermal softening [25].
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2.7 Geometry
To understand the machining process and wear mechanisms associated with drilling one needs to
define the parameters and terms used to explain the tool. There are different names used by different
authors to explain the same geometry of a drill, thus in this thesis the definitions originate from the
ISO5419 standard [26]. The following figure is a schematic illustration of a typical drill according to
the standard.

Figure 2.10, Illustration of drill geometry [26].

The regions that have been pointed out and numbers highlighted in yellow are of main concern in this
work. Starting with the face labeled number 3.22 in figure 2.10, which is the area underneath/adjacent
to the main edge 3.23 figure 2.10, the face or to further clarify the rake face is a transition region from
the main edge which eventually leads into the chip flute, in this thesis it will only be referred to as the
flute. The flute is the hollow space on the tool where chips from the work-piece material are evacuated
during drilling. The heel 3.19 figure 2.10 runs along the chip flute of the drill from the flank 3.21
figure 2.10, the heel together with the land 3.14 figure 2.10 makes the width of the area behind the
main edge which will be in contact with the newly cut work-piece material and referred to as the flank
face. It is exposed to very high temperatures. The main cutting edge is the part of the tool that cuts into
the material during machining and it is usually divided into three different zones form the chisel edge
corner 3.27 figure 2.10 and to the outer corner 3.25 figure 2.10.
The area pointed out by 3.16 figure 2.10 is the margin and it goes all the way from the
land to the outer corner, this is the area of the tool that suffers the most from wear when drilling AUS
SS. This is normally where the wear of the tool starts and the restriction of tool life for the given
recommended cutting data, tool lifetime is caused by undermining or chipping of the outer corner.
Additionally the outer corner is the part where the maximum cutting velocity (Vc) will be achieved,
one of the reasons that contribute to the wear sensitivity of the margin.
Looking at the figure that views the tool from the top, one can see the flank face as a
rectangle which is the part of the tool that is located behind the main cutting edge and the most
exposed part is in front of the symmetry axis. The flank face is in continuous sliding contact with the
work-piece material during machining, hence there are cooling channels placed on the drills so that
they can feed cutting fluid into the system to reduce temperature and friction. On the CD860 these
channels are located just behind the symmetry axis on both sides, on the CD870 drill cutting fluid is
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supplied from the drill body further back, behind the symmetry axis. Drills are generally symmetric
meaning there are two main cutting edges and two margins when investigating the tools, these have of
course been separated and referred to as edge 1 or edge 2. Separation of edge 1 and edge 2 was done
by an indentation for the holding screw on the CD870 and the placement of a laser marking from
production on the CD860.

2.8 Cutting parameters
The main motion during drilling is rotation, either by rotating the tool or work-piece. The rotations can
be measured as number of revolutions per minute (n) and it is called spindle revolutions. The cutting
speed (Vc) can easily be calculated if the number of revolutions per minute is known, and the
following sections are going to explain how it is done. The cutting speed (Vc) is measured at the outer
corner of the drill since it will represent the largest rotating circle, and so also the highest speed [27].
The circumference (d) is the drilling distance, it is calculated at the outer corner in the following way.
𝑑 = 𝜋 ∗ 𝐷	
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(3.)

Where D is the diameter of the drill usually expressed in [mm], it is also used to calculate the cutting
speed in the following way.
𝑉C =
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An additional measurement/parameter is the feed rate, which is somewhat, related to the cutting speed,
it could be expressed by the following equation.
𝑉K = 𝑓F ∗ 𝑛	
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(5.)

Where fn is feed per revolution [mm/rev], the change in position of the tool in the work-piece after one
revolution. The depth of cut (ap [mm]) is also a process parameter that describes the height difference
between the machined and un-machined material. Feed rate together with depth of cut can be used to
calculate the time for the insertion in the following way.
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
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(6.)

Subsequently the length of the drilled distance which is mainly dependent on the size of the drill,
calculated in the following way:
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 	
   𝑉C ∗

MN
OP

(7.)

Time and length of cut are important measurements that can be used to describe the wear progression.
The cutting velocity (Vc) and feed (Vf) is directly linked to the forces needed to machine the workpiece.
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Chapter-‐‑3	
  Wear	
  Mechanisms	
  and	
  Wear	
  Types	
  
The performance of a cutting tool is dependent on its ability to withstand load during machining, i.e.
wear resistance. There are several different types of wear, classified based on their appearance on the
tool. The main categories of wear mechanisms that are the causes of the wear types are thermomechanical, chemical wear (diffusion and oxidation), adhesive wear and abrasive wear. The
mechanisms effects on tool wear are generally dependent on cutting temperature (velocity) [28]; the
following figure is a schematic illustration showing the main mechanisms.

Figure 3.1, General trends of wear mechanism during metal cutting [29].

As seen adhesive wear is the main mechanism together with abrasive wear at lower temperatures.
Then at higher temperatures there is significant decrease of adhesive wear whiles chemical wear takes
a more significant role (mainly diffusion) while the effect of abrasive wear is least affected by
temperature.

3.1 The Thermo-Mechanical Wear Mechanism
Thermo-mechanical wear is a type of wear that occur as a consequence of the combination,
mechanical load and elevated temperature during machining. This wear type is highly dependent on
cutting data, it is known that thermal load increases with increased cutting velocity (Vc) and
mechanical load increases with feed rate (fn). Other parameters that affect wear are cutting fluid supply
and if it is continuous or intermittent machining. What characterizes continuous machining is that the
tool edge is continuously heated and it loosens some of its strength, because of the elevated
temperature. In combination with high cutting forces the compressive strength of the tool material can
be exceeded, causing plastic deformation to occur [27, 29].
Intermittent machining is when the cutting edge is exposed to rapid temperature
fluctuations. If the edge is rapidly cooled from the outside, while the temperature inside the tool is still
high the result will be tensile stresses at the surface and compressive stresses inside the tool. If cutting
fluid is used the temperature gradients will be even greater and consequently also the tensile stresses
will be higher. If the stresses exceed the material strength cracks will be formed, so called thermal
cracks or comb cracks, which arises perpendicular to the cutting edge. The generation of comb cracks
can be increased by differences in thermal expansion within the tool substrate and coating. The
pulsating load on the tool also increases the probability of mechanical fatigue, which presents itself as
cracks. The risk of chipping and fracture increases significantly in the presence of thermal and
mechanical cracks [29, 22].
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3.2 The Adhesive Wear Mechanism
Adhesive wear is a type of wear mechanism which is characterized by two surfaces under plastic
contact that has sufficient bonding strength to one another preventing them from relative sliding.
When this happens it results in large plastic deformation in the contact zone due to compression and
shearing, it commonly results in crack initiation and propagation in the contact zone. When a crack
reaches the interface a wear particle is formed and ripped off. In machining of ductile materials
adhesive wear can be recognized by adhesion located at the tool/work-piece interface or even at the
tool/chip interface. The result of adhesion is dependent on its strength. Apart from traditional tool
wear adhesion only causes wear of the tool if the area of lowest strength is located on the tool. In other
cases when the weakest link is within the smeared work-piece material adhesion can actually protect
the tool (often from oxidation). Another phenomenon of adhered work-piece material is the formation
of a built up edges (BUE). It can in some cases be of great strength and therefore act as a part of the
machining tool for longer periods of time, it can even be of favorable geometry. The problem is when
BUE gets torn of, it often takes small pieces of the coating or the substrate with it. Adhesive wear is
the consequence of continuous adhesion and tearing off together with smaller or lager sized fragments
of the tool material. The severity of the adhesive wear is dependent on temperature, there is a
maximum as indicated by figure 3.1 at which the adhesive wear effect starts to decline if exceeded.
Below this specific temperature there is a lower tendency of the materials to form strong adhesion, and
at high temperatures above the maximum the adhesive zone becomes softer [30]. There are many
general models designed to estimate the possible adhesive wear volume, they are essentially based on
the hardness of the adhered material and the sliding distance. The normal contact pressure at plastic
deformation can be approximated as the hardness of the wearing material, thus the worn volume can in
the simplest possible way be expressed by,
G

ST

R

U

𝑉= ∗

(8.)

Where V is the worn volume, W is normal load, L is sliding distance and H is hardness of the material
that is worn. In this equation the worn volume is proportional to the sliding distance and normal load,
inversely proportional to the hardness [31, 40].

3.3 The Chemical Wear Mechanism
Chemical wear during machining is characterized by either diffusion or oxidation. A condition for
diffusion wear is that the tool material has high affinity to the work-piece.
Oxidation is a problem for Co in the binder phase of the WC/Co tools. Oxygen from the
atmosphere penetrates into the tool work-piece contact zone creating a wear notch. In the cut
performed by the drill, oxygen can be supplied from the cutting fluid because it is supplied at such
high pressures that it leads to airation of the fluid. Once oxygen has reacted with the binder phase it
leads to a decrease in mechanical properties of the matrix, mainly hardness, and WC particles can
quickly be torn off. Oxidation wear is usually not significant for tool temperature below 700ᵒC. Hence,
coated WC/Co tools are often used in applications at high temperatures, when coating failure occurs it
often leads to rapid cratering caused by chemical wear or diffusion [29, 30].
Oxidation wear is dependent on the change in Gibbs free energy; Gibbs free energy
(ΔG) has a negative value for oxide formation, which means that oxidation occurs spontaneously.
Commonly the Ellingham diagram is used to determine the relative ease of reduction, metals with ΔG
values closer to zero are nobler and thus more easily reduced, metals that are placed at the bottom of
the diagram with more negative values are more reactive and thus their oxides are harder to reduce
[31].
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3.4 The Abrasive wear Mechanism
The term abrasive wear is the term used to describe wear caused when particles abrade and removes
tool material. Microscopic investigation of abrasive wear reveals that there are many mechanisms can
be caused by this type of wear such as micro-cutting, micro-fracture, pull out of individual grains or
accelerated fatigue all caused by the particles. In metal cutting with WC/Co tools the hard particles
come from the work-piece material, e.g. Ti(C, N) in SS. Abrasive particles can also come from small
agglomerates that loosen from the cutting edge. One of the requirements of abrasive wear of the tool is
that there must be sliding between the loaded tool and the work-piece material. Ideally abrasive wear
can be measured as a linear function dependent on machined distance, applied normal force and
hardness in similarity to the adhesive wear equation (8.). Abrasive wear mechanism usually occurs on
the flank of the tool; apart from flank wear it also causes notch and main edge wear. Abrasive wear
has largest impact on tool wear at low to medium cutting speeds. If the source of the hard particles
comes from the supplied cutting fluid it is referred to as erosion. Abrasive wear are usually divided
into two categories; two-body and three-body abrasive wear. Two-body wear is when the hard
particles are rigidly attached to a body that slides over the surface acting as a cutting tool, e.g.
exemplified by sandpaper grinding. Three-body abrasive wear is when the particles are free to slide
and role in between two surfaces since they are not held on by any of the surfaces [36, 37].

3.5 Wear Types in Drilling
The wear types were originally defined for turning based on their appearance. However, they can still
be applied to drilling. Some examples of wear types relevant in these investigations are flank wear,
flaking, cracks and smearing/built up edges (BUE).

3.5.1	
  Flank	
  wear	
  	
  
Flank wear is a type of wear that occurs on the flank face of the tool, it is tool material that is worn off,
as a result of shear stress from normal pressure, when the tool slides over the newly cut work-piece
material. Flank wear develops first close to the edge line, and then grows perpendicular down over the
flank face away from the edge line. It is one of the most typical wear types that develop during
machining. This type of wear is known to progress evenly distributed over the flank. However,
variations and irregularities depend on the work-piece material, tool shape, cutting data, chipping or
influences of crack formation e.g. comb cracks. Comb cracks can lead to flaking of the coating leaving
a less resistant sub-layer exposed, allowing flank wear to progress more rapidly on the WC/Co
surface. Flank wear can be and usually is measured in accordance to the ISO 3685 standard in wear
studies. It then generates a VB or VBmax value, the distance to the lower contour of the worn area
perpendicular to the main edge. VB is the average height and VBmax the maximum. The tool life limits
are often defined as VB=0.3mm for flank wear [34].
The main wear mechanisms that causes flank wear is abrasive and chemical wear. The
chemical wear is more severe for certain materials when the substrate has become exposed to the
work-piece [29].

3.5.2	
  Flaking	
  	
  
Flaking is a type of wear when the coating is detached during machining, it is discontinuous unlike
flank wear. Flaking can be caused by many different mechanisms, however mainly by abrasive and
adhesive wear. When the work-piece adheres strongly against the cutting edge the load develop
internal stresses. Especially upon exiting the work-piece, then there will be an increase in tensile
stresses. This adhesive load can lead to flaking, and the severity of the flaking is dependent on where
the weakest link is located. There are three main locations where flaking usually occurs, which is
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flaking inside the coating itself, between the different layers of a multilayered coating or between the
coating and the substrate. If the weakest part is located in the substrate the wear is referred to as
cohesive, characterized by the fact that flakes of coating is detached with pieces of substrate attached
to them. The reason for cohesive failure is weakening of the substrate caused by too low compressive
residual stresses in the substrates subsurface [35].
Parameters that influence the adhesion of work-piece material against the tool is the
material affinity, surface properties such as roughness and chemical composition, but also the cutting
data used. Thermo-mechanical load is another wear mechanism that can cause flaking. It is most
probable to occur during intermittent machining. When thermal fluctuations and different thermal
expansions of the materials inside the tool will cause stresses that eventually lead to comb crack
formation (thermal cracks), flaking is partially a consequence of comb cracks. Thermo-mechanical
load can also lead to plastic deformation that will lead to flaking. There are no general tendencies in
the severity of flaking but it is dependent on the coating plasticity and adhesion. Flaking can occur
without being directly linked to machining and it is then called spontaneous flaking. This can be seen
on PVD coatings that contain different amounts of compressive stresses, the load on the edge line
coating becomes so high that it detaches of its own accord. Coating detachment can also occur during
the coating process of multilayered coatings, it generally increases with increased coating thickness.
The edge micro geometry also influences the flaking in such a way that small edge rounding and thick
coating increase the risk for flaking. In case of thick coatings it is hard to separate flaking from
chipping [29].

3.5.3	
  Crack	
  formation	
  	
  
Cracks that form during machining can be separated into two groups, thermal and mechanical cracks.
Thermal cracks grow perpendicular towards the edge line are called comb cracks and they are usually
caused by temperature fluctuations. Tensile stresses form in the surface, when it is cooled to a lower
temperature than the core of the tool itself. When the tensile stresses exceed the strength of the
material crack forms in the direction corresponding to the highest stress, usually perpendicular to the
edge line. Mechanical cracks are mainly caused by fatigue and usually appear parallel to the edge line,
however thermo-mechanical load also affect these crack. Comparing PVD coatings with CVD
coatings, it has been shown that PVD coatings have better comb crack resistance than CVD coatings.
This is explained by the fact that the tensile stresses caused by difference in thermal expansion are
usually lower than the residual compressive stresses formed during the PVD-process. Another reason
why PVD coatings have better comb crack resistance than CVD coatings is that generally if the
process parameters are the same a thinner coating will out preform a thicker one [29].
Micro cracks formed in ceramic materials can be generated mechanically under elastic
contact without mechanical fatigue. This leads to generation of wear particles governed by brittle
microscopic fractures forming micro cracks during nominal elastic contact, this phenomenon is
representative for wear of relatively sliding ceramic materials when the specific wear rate is larger
than 10-6 mm3/Nm [36]. The following figures illustrate the wear model, when preexisting surface
cracks propagate in a brittle manner under Hertzian contact.
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Figure 3.2, Elastic crack formation in ceramic materials [40].

It is not just mechanical shear and nominal forces that generate stresses at the crack tip. During
sliding, friction generates heat release that induces thermal strain into the material; the generated strain
is a function of temperature difference ∆T, proportional to the flash temperature.
Micro surface crack propagation is further enhanced by tensile stresses induced by
friction at the crack tip in addition to the compressive stresses. Thus, stress concentration against
fracture toughness, can be given by a wear model parameters presented by K. Kato and K. Adachi
[40]. The model is dependent on the temperature raise	
  ∆T, Vc and material properties, giving the
resulting combination of shear and normal forces at the crack tip. Together the Sc, m and the Sc, t model
parameters gives the wear severity of two body contact under such conditions, which makes it possible
to generate a region with no surface crack propagation and regions with surface crack propagation.
Threshold values for the Sc,m and Sc,t parameters were experimentally validated by K. Adachi (1997)
[40]. The experiment was conducted with TiAlN ceramics sliding against themselves, separating mild
(wear rate 10-9-10-6mm3/Nm) and severe wear regions (wear rate 10-6-10-2mm3/Nm).

3.5.4	
  Smearing/built	
  up	
  edges	
  (BUE)	
  	
  
Smearing is when the work-piece adheres to the tool area that is used during machining. Smeared
material can act as a cutting edge covering the original tool edge, it is then called built up edge (BUE).
BUE results in work-piece adhering on the rake face as well. The main cause of BUE formation is the
properties of the work-piece, the shape of the cutting edge and the cutting data. BUE formation is a
phenomenon often seen when machining materials that are susceptible to work hardening. Stainless
steel is a classic example of a material that becomes very sticky and usually forms BUE/smearing on
the tools during machining. Partially as of a consequence of heat generation inside the work-piece due
to work hardening during deformation. BUE forms gradually on the tool surface during machining of
work hardened material, which means that the edge formed by work-piece material on the tool
sometimes can actually be harder than the work-piece material that is going to be machined. Thus
when the BUE or parts of it is detached from the tool it takes fragments of the tool with it, creating
tool wear. The way to avoid BUE is to control temperature of the specific material, commonly by
changing the cutting speed.
BUE benefits from friction heat in the tool work-piece contact zone, thus heat treatment
of the coated tool aimed to reduce the coefficient of friction also have shown to reduce in the
formation of BUE. BUE formation is dynamic under severe cutting conditions hence the work-piece
may weld onto the tool. This welded layer does not only wear the tool and change the geometry but
also the process parameters, surface finish and the heat flow in the cutting zone also change. The extra
adhered layer insulates the tool, which means that more heat must be transported away by the chip that
forms during machining [37, 38, 39].
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Chapter-‐‑4	
  Literature	
  review	
  
The following review is focused towards previous publications in the field of machining austenitic
stainless steel (AUS SS), and topics associated with relevant problems occurring during drilling.

4.1 External literature review
There has not been many articles published that focuses on the wear of TiAlN PVD coated WC/Co
drill tools in machining of AUS SS.
However, similar material set-ups have been used in for example milling. Nordin et al.
(2000) [39], found that sharp tools and a high feed rate were recommended to prevent tool damage
caused by the AUS SS work-piece hardening. Additionally multilayered TiN/TaN coatings performed
better than single layers and coatings containing TiN were superior TaN coatings, the lifetime limiting
wear of the tool was chipping due to propagation of comb cracks.
Tool geometry development for AUS SS machining tools suggests that a curved cutting edge on the
tool lowered the thrust force and torque. Decreasing the feed rate also increased tool life, in this case.
Wear of the outer corner was the type of wear that mainly caused reduced tool life at low cutting
speeds and high feed rates. Increased high cutting high cutting speeds and high feed rate, chipping of
the flute/chip evacuation channel was the main cause of tool failure [40].
By optimizing cutting parameters for AISI 304 stainless steel Korkut et al. (2004) [41], found out that
tool wear decreased with increasing cutting speed and also that surface smoothness of the hole wall
was improved by increased cutting speed. One of the theories regarding tool geometry was that lower
shear plane angle requires more energy to deform the work-piece, hence also inducing higher
temperature and cutting forces. There are mainly three areas of heat generation, the primary shear zone
along the shear plane, the secondary shear zone on the rake face and the third shear zone on the
clearance face. Their conclusion concerning the optimum cutting parameter was that there was a
minimum at 180 m/min (relatively low cutting velocity) where the flank wear was the lowest. Surface
roughness on the component decreased with increasing cutting speeds and this was explained by the
presence of a BUE at the lower cutting speeds.
High toughness and ductility of AUS SS are properties that make it sticky and it is the reason why
long continuous chips are formed. [42]. The high temperature generated during drilling increases
diffusion and chemical wear whereas the formation of BUE can lead to machine force instability,
which results in cutting edge chipping. Ways to improve the machinability of AUS SS can be either to
optimize cutting parameters such as cutting velocity (Vc) and feed rate (fn) or addition of oxide
forming elements such as S or Ca to improve machinability.
In a wear test of nano crystalline TiAlN coatings two grain sizes were tested, a coarser grain size (3040 nm) and a finer grain size (15-25 nm). The results showed that the finer grain size had better
protection against cutting edge chipping, because of its higher hardness. A proposed theory to explain
this has been that there will be faster diffusion of Al in smaller grains, which leads to a quick
formation of an Al-rich protective layer at the surface that reduces adherence of AUS SS onto the tool
[43].
The high coefficient of thermal expansion in AUS SS is one of the most difficult properties to account
for. The high thermal expansion makes it harder to keep the machining tolerances, where the high
temperature increases the ductility furthermore which in turn favor the formation of BUE. In a turning
test performed by Fernandez-Abia et al. (2011) [47], they found from force measurements that forces
initially decreased with increasing cutting speed. This was explained by the thermal softening
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dominating due to low thermal conductivity of AUS SS. Later on when increasing cutting speeds
above 450 m/min the strain rate-hardening factor will become dominating, due to a high deformation
hardening during high strain rate.
Back in 1995 Qi and Mills investigated the properties of work-piece material and its effect on the tool
wear by comparing three different secondary metallurgy treatments of AUS SS. They found that tool
life was increased 1-3 times when using the calcium-deoxidized steel in comparison with plain
resulfurized and non-resulphuirized AUS SS. One of the reasons why the tool showed a significantly
different wear behavior was the formation of an adhered layer consisting of CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 on the
tool [45].
Studies of early adhesion of AISI 316L onto a TiN coated cutting tool has been performed by Wiklund
et al. (2010) [49], using the quick-stop method. They found that Fe adheres preferably to Fe, thus
when Fe has adhered onto the surface it acts as nucleation sites for future Fe adhesion.
The effect of nonmetallic inclusions on the machinability and wear of the tool in the primary
deformation zone has been thoroughly researched by Ånmark et al. (2015) [50]. In AUS SS 316L
there are inclusions such as MnS, (Mn, Ca)S, Gehlenite and Anorthite. MnS and Anorthite has
significant effect on anisotropy since they elongate in the steel matrix, they significantly decrease the
weldability, toughness and the level of cold brittleness. MnS generates low tool wear rate because of
their ductility, wettability and lubricating effect. Thus, the result of MnS inclusions is low to medium
cutting forces and good chip formation.
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Chapter-‐‑5	
  Experimental	
  procedure	
  
The experimental part of the project was divided into two parts. The first test was carried out aiming to
map the change of wear type depending on cutting velocity. For the second part of testing one velocity
was chosen, which best represented the wear pattern fixated on the tool margin in the recommended
cutting speed interval, i.e. in similar wear conditions as when the tool is used in industry applications.
The purpose was to follow and understand the progression of wear depending on drilled distance.

5. 1 Work-piece material
The work-piece used in the test was the machinability improved AUS SS AISI 316L Prodec.
Outokumpu PSC Nordic AB supplied the work-piece, with the following specifications, were the
example (e.g.) is taken from the specific batch of steel that the AUS SS plates used in this study where
made from.
Table 5.1, Chemical composition of the Outokumpu AUS SS AISI 316L Prodec used In this study [wt.%].

C
Min
Max
e.g.

0.03
0.026

Si
0.75
0.50

Mn
2.00
1.43

P
0.045
0.032

S
0.030
0.022

Cr
16.50
18.00
17.4

Ni
10.00
13.00
11.4

Mo
2.00
2.50
2.30

N
0.10
0.05

Fe-bal.
¤
¤
¤

The AUS SS work-piece material has been processed by electric arc furnace smelting, secondary
metallurgy treatment by argon oxygen decarburization and hot rolled. Furthermore, heat treated at
1373K and quenched in water to room temperature. Giving it the following mechanical properties.
Table 5.2, Mechanical properties AISI 316L Prodec at temperature 293K.

Min
Max
e.g.

Rp0.2 [MPa]
220
250

Rm [MPa]
520
670
551

RHB
95
80

5.2 Drills
Two different types of drills were, as mentioned, used during testing, one solid and one exchangeable
tip drill. The purpose of using two drills is to see if the wear mechanism and type significantly differed
depending on type, and to see if the knowledge could be generally applicable to stainless steel (ISOM) drilling.
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5.2.1	
  Exchangeable	
  tip	
  drill	
  	
  
The exchangeable tip drill (ETD) used in these tests was the CoroDrill 870-MM (CD870) supplied by
Sandvik Coromant AB, which can be seen in the following figure.

Figure 5.1, CoroDrill 870-MM, ETD used in the experimental procedure.

This ETD uses internal cutting fluid as a coolant, which in this case is an 8% synthetic oil emulsion
supplied at 30 bars pressure. This CD870 is specifically designed for the ISO-M application area. The
tool materials are WC/Co substrates with high cobalt content. Together with a multilayered TiAlN,
PVD deposited coating for further wear protection. The TiAlN multilayer consists of two layers of
TiAlN specified in table 5.3. The layers have different thicknesses and Ti concentrations. The exact
names and characteristics of the substrates and coatings are classified information from Sandvik
Coromant AB. Hence, only the main properties relevant to this study is presented and they are referred
to as substrate one (S1) and coating one (C1) for the CD870 drill. The drill size was 14mm in
diameter, with the following chemical and mechanical specifications,
Table 5.3, Material specifications of CoroDrill 870-MM.

Substrate
S1
Coating
C1

WC
Bulk. Mtrl.

Co [at. %]
Cr [at. %]
13.5
1.35
Specifications
TiAlN two layers, outer layer 2/3 of the
thickness has higher Ti content, than the
resulting inner layer 1/3 of the thickness

Hardness (HV3)
1500
Thickness [µm]
~5
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5.2.2	
  Solid	
  drill	
  	
  
The solid drill type was CoroDrill 860-MM (CD860) supplied by Sandvik Coromant AB, with an 8
mm diameter, it can be seen in the following figure.

Figure 5.2, CoroDrill 860-MM, solid drill used in testing.

It is also a WC/Co tool with a Co-rich binder phase to increase the ductility of the tool, with the same
purpose as the CD870, which is to make it easier to follow the wear progression. The CD860 tool is
equipped with a PVD deposited multilayered TiN/TiAlN coating. The drill was used with the same
internal cutting fluid as the CD870 drill. The solid CD860 drill had the following specifications.
Table 5.4, Material specifications of CoroDrill 860-MM.

Substrate
S2
Coating
C2

WC
Bulk Mtrl.

Co [at. %]
Cr [at. %]
12
1.2
Specification
TiN/TiAlN multilayer

Hardness (HV3)
1617
Thickness [µm]
~4.0

The cutting fluid used was the Swisslube Blasocut BC25, which is a mineral oil based cutting fluid. It
is a universal cutting fluid for general machining. It has good cutting performance and emulsion
stability, to increasing tool life at low cost. The cutting fluid has the following specifications.
Table 5.5, Cutting fluid specifications [59].

Color
Mineral oil content
Water content
Density at 20ᵒC
Viscosity at 40ᵒC
Flash point

Brown
67 %
4%
0.95 g/cm3
61 mm2/s
158 °C

The fluid is usually used in general machining and it is miscible with water at concentrations of 5-8%,
giving it a pH-value 8.5-9.2 and a milky white color [62].
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5.3 Cutting data
The following section aim to motivate the selection of cutting data. Since very few works have been
published on this specific topic, the selection of cutting data for the test was mainly done based on the
Sandvik Coromant’s CoroPack 13.2 recommendations. With some additional support from reports of
different product development projects, test of substrates and coatings performed internally under
similar/same conditions at Sandvik Coromant AB.

5.3.1	
  CoroDrill	
  870-‐‑MM	
  cutting	
  velocity	
  
For the 14 mm ETD used in the tests the following recommendations were extracted from CoroPack
13.2. The recommendations were specified for drilling an AUS SS work-piece material with a drill
diameter in the range of 10-20.99 mm.
Table 5.6, Recommendations for drilling AUS SS.

Vc [m/min]
f [mm/rev]

Min
60
0.12

Rec.
75
0.14

Max
90
0.18

The cutting speeds (Vc) used in the drill tests were 60, 75 and 100 m/min, with a constant feed of 0.14
mm/rev. The two lower speeds within the recommended interval and one additional speed 11% over
the recommended maximum was selected, to see if there would be any significant wear difference. It
should be kept in mind that the wear mechanisms impact on the tool wear can become more or less
significant depending on the speed.
For the second test the intermediate of the of the recommended cutting speeds (Vc75 m/min) was
selected together with the feed rate of 0.14 mm/rev. This was based on the analysis from sub-test one
(ST1), analysis thoroughly presented in chapter 5.4.1.

5.3.2	
  CoroDrill	
  860-‐‑MM	
  cutting	
  velocity	
  
The cutting data for the 8 mm solid drill was also selected based on recommendations from the
CoroPack 13.2. But also influenced and aimed to complement prior internal testing. The recommended
cutting data for drilling machinability improved AUS SS with a tool that has diameters in the range
3.00-16.00 mm was.
Table 5.7, Recommendations for drilling AUS SS.

Vc [m/min]
f [mm/rev]

Min
48
0.134

Rec.
60
0.168

Max
80
0.202

In the first test the selected cutting speeds (Vc) were 48, 60 and 80 m/min together with the
recommended feed 0.168 mm/rev. Again a cutting speed higher than the recommended maximum
11% above recommended maximum was used to see if there would be any significant difference in
wear progression.
For the second part of testing the highest Vc 80 m/min was selected together with the
recommended feed rate of 0.168 mm/rev, based on analysis from sub-test one.
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5.4 Experimental execution
5.4.1	
  CoroDrill	
  870-‐‑MM	
  	
  
The drill tests were performed in a CNC-machine on the AISI 316L Prodec work-piece with the
dimensions 600x200x40 mm. The work-piece was first face milled, at the top surface to get a new
freshly cut surface for a stable tool work-piece surface penetration. Then the test started with the
CD870 drill, drilling holes in the following interval.
Table 5.8, Drilling intervals with CoroDrill 870-MM.

Number holes
Drilled, meters

10
0.40

25
1.00

50
2.0

100
4.0

200
8.0

400
16.0

600
24.0

Time in cut [min]
Vc48
Vc75
Vc100

2.01
1.68
1.26

5.24
4.19
3.14

10.48
8.39
6.29

20.96
16.77
12.58

41.93
33.54
25.16

83.86
67.09
50.31

125.79
100.63
75.47

After each interval 10, 25, 50 etc. the CNC-machine was stopped and the drill was changed. Two drills
were used with the same cutting data to eliminate faults that possibly could have appeared by chance.
After each interval the drills were stopped and investigated using LOM, to see if they were worn
enough to have reached their end of life. The margin was photographed using 40x magnification in a
Nikon SMZ 21000 microscope throughout the whole drilling procedure. But the outer corner of the
flank face was photographed only when flank wear started to visibly appear at 200 holes and until tool
lifetime was achieved (defined as flank wear in this case). Severe smearing of this work-piece makes it
very hard to see or even measure wear on the tool, thus one need to rely much on prior experience
from technicians to estimate the degree of wear during testing.

5.4.2	
  CoroDrill	
  860-‐‑MM	
  	
  
The tests were performed in same way and same machine as in the CD870 test. Due to the different
drill size in relation to CD870 the intervals became different in terms of injection time and outer
corner of tool/work-piece contact length. In order to facilitate comparisons the intervals where selected
by to get the same number of holes in accordance with the following table.
Table 5.9, Drilling intervals with CoroDrill 860-MM.

Number of holes
Distance [meters]

10
0.40

25
1.00

50
2.0

100
4.0

200
8.0

400
16.0

Time in cut [min]
Vc48
Vc60
Vc80

0.25
0.20
0.15

3.12
2.50
1.87

6.24
4.50
3.74

12.48
9.89
7.49

24.96
19.96
14.97

49.91
39.93
29.95

In this test the flank face was photographed using 30x magnification, the margin was photographed
using 60x magnification. The rake face was visually investigated in LOM and photographed if
necessary.
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Chapter-‐‑6	
  Characterization	
  of	
  tool	
  wear	
  
6.1 Light Optical Microscopy (LOM)
The light optical microscope has historically been a very important and commonly used
metallographic analysis tool, which is why it has been used in this project as well. It consists of a
series of lenses along with a lamp providing visible light to magnify the image. Thus, the depth of
field and the resolution of the image will be around the same magnitude as the wavelength of light,
which is about 0.2 µm [18]. For cemented carbide it is possible to get an overview of the
microstructure using LOM. It is possible to see phase differences in the substrate and to see the
thickness of the coating and pores inside the coating has also been seen. In this thesis the light optical
microscope has been used to capture images from the cutting process and from the cross-section
analysis using an Olympus BX51M microscope. The Nikon SMZ 21000 was used for taking overview
images of adhered material and wear throughout the drilling process.

6.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The scanning electron microscope is commonly used to investigate the surface structure of the
materials. The electron microscope has a higher spatial resolution (50-100 nm, generally expected
from analysis of a WC/Co sample) and a larger depth of field compared with LOM. These features
make it possible to obtain images of higher magnification on polished as well as rough surfaces. The
information from SEM investigations could be the surface topography, phases and chemical
composition. The electron microscope detectors that have been used throughout this project are
backscattered electrons (BSE) and secondary electrons. The BSE detector was used to better see Zcontrast differences, which are generated by the different phase compositions. In a gray scale image a
light element would have a darker contrast, thus it was used to distinguish the difference between
substrate and coating. The secondary electrons are more sensitive to the topography of the sample thus
it was used to look at the wear pattern on the surface. SEM analysis was used for documentation of
the drills with adhered work-piece, after etching of the work-piece and cross-sections of the samples
with the following specifications.
Table 6.1, Schematic overview of the SEM investigation.

Action
Pre. - & after Etch
CD870
Pre. - & after Etch
CD860
Cross-sections
CD870 & CD860

Working distance
[mm]

Brightness [%]

Contrast [%]

Magnification [x]

~23

48

34

50,100,200,400

~23

48

34

75,150,300,600

~13

~50

~28

5k, 10k, 15k, 30k

All samples were investigated with a Zeiss Supra 40 microscope; the electron acceleration voltage of
the electron beam was 10kV. In this investigation both elemental and topographical information is of
interest that is why a relatively low acceleration voltage has been used, to have short surface
penetration depth and better topographical sensitivity. The acceleration voltage used is close to what is
considered surface sensitive WC/Co investigation (2-5 kV), but the slightly higher voltage is used to
easier distinguish the difference between coating and substrate (the elements).
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6.2.1	
  Etching	
  
Since AUS SS is such a sticky material, a lot of work-piece material adhered to the tool. In fact so
much material adhered so that it inhibited the analysis of the tool. Thus, all worn tools have been
investigated using SEM before and some of them also after the adhered material was etched off.
Etching was performed in boiling 37%-HCl for 5 minutes, followed by cleaning in water, ethanol and
then blow-dried.

6.3 Cross-Section Analysis
To be able to look inside the drills and on the effects of shear forces, analysis of cross-sections was
performed on the tool. So that one could for example follow the crack propagation in the substrate.
Information gained from cross-sectioning included adherence between the substrate and the coating,
adherence between coating and work-piece or information regarding the adherence between substrate
and the work-piece. Additionally cross-sections were used to see fractured areas, small cracks inside
the coating and how cracks are transferred into the substrate. Interesting to see is also how adhered
work-piece material builds up and fractures as it loosens and how those fractures transfer into the
substrate.
The following images are schematic illustrations of how the cross-section analysis was
carried out from the first series of tests on the CD870 tools.

Figure 6.1, Cross-sections performed on the margin perpendicular to the rotating direction.

To gain as much information from the interaction between the substrate, coating and work-piece as
possible the cross sections where aligned perpendicular to the rotating drill motion at the margin.
Cross-sections from the flank face and down into the margin as illustrated by the red arrows. The
width of the margin is approximately 800 µm so between each cross-section roughly 100 µm was
targeted for material removal. In total 10 cross-sections were taken from three CD870 drills and
photographed using LOM.
The tool was embedded in bakelite laying flat down as in figure 6.1 with the outer
corner. Facing down in the mold so it is first exposed during the drilling. After embedding the height
of the pellet was measured using a Heidenhaim Limit Height measurement tool. Perfomnig 20 height
measurements after another, the measurements could be performed with an accuracy of 10 µm. The
material removal process begun using a rough grinder until a tiny piece of the outer corner was
displayed. After rough grinding the fine material removal step for serial cross-sectioning was
performed according to the two following steps.
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Table 6.2, Polishing steps.

Step
Polishing media
Polihing Cloth
Force on sample
[N]
Rotational speed
[rpm]
Time [min]

1.) Rough material
removal
( 90 ±10 µm)
9 µ diamond particle,
mineral oil
Paper

2.) Removal of 9µ
particle scratches
( ̴ 10µm)
1 µ diamond particle,
mineral oil
Paper

85

85

150

150

15 (steps of 5)

10

The purpose of the two step approach is to have a quicker material removal rate with larger particles
and then control the surface smoothness with a finer slurry, so that there would not be any visible
scratches in the sample when taking photographs in LOM.
For the second part of testing horizontal cross-sections aligned parallel to the rotating
direction on the margin was made on the CD870 tool. With the same material removal approach as
with the vertical cross-sections, the following figures illustrate the horizontal cross-sectioning.

1.) Preparation

2.)
selection

Target
D)

A)

E)
B)

C)
Figure 6.2, Horizontal cross-section analysis, preparation and target selection.

The way that the horizontal cross-sectioning was carried out was first by putting a black ink mark on
the outer corner of the drill as shown in 6.2. A). Then the drill-tip was placed in a holder 6.2.B) and
the top of the drill was grinded down so that the top of the drill became flat as in 6.2.C). Even though
the drills where all marked with ink and grinded down to the mark the height from the flat part down
to the outer corner was not exactly the same for all drills. Thus, to be able to select a target from the
SEM images this height was measured before embedding them and referred to as delta height (Δhp).
The target height in the SEM images were measured vertical on the cutting edge (Δht measured in
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image 6.2 E)), and toghter they make up the removal height. But during casting the margin on the drill
is placed in an angle of approximately 25ᵒ, thus the real height that needs to be removed to hit the
target is calculated in the following way.
𝑇 = ∆ℎY + 	
   ∆ℎZ cos ~25ᵒ

(28.)

In a similar procedure as with the horizontal cross-sections of the CD870, horizontal
cross-sections on the CD860 has been performed as well. Which was the only cross-section technique
applied on the CD860 drill since it has a much thinner margin. The reason to do a horizontal crosssection is because it will be aligned parallel to the rotating motion of the cutting process. Thus the aim
is to gain knowledge of the wear caused by the shear forces from the relatively sliding surfaces. Figure
4.3 illustrates how the cross-sectioning was carried out on the CD860.

Figure 4.3, Horizontal cross sectioning of CoroDrill 860-MM.

In this part a specific height on the margin was targeted for analysis and therefore not as many cross
sections were carried out. The cross-sections were first analyzed in LOM and when the targeted crosssection for SEM analysis was found polishing was stopped.

6.4 Wavelength-Dispersive Spectroscopy (WDS)
When an electron beam with enough energy hit a target sample it generates not only deviating
electrons as in SEM analysis, it also generates X-rays from individual elements. The wavelengthdispersive (WD) spectrometer is then used to isolate and characterize single X-rays generated by the
individual elements to perform analysis. The WDS analysis can be used to create elemental X-ray
compositional maps, but it is most commonly used as a spot analysis tool similarly to energydispersive spectroscopy (EDS), WDS is used in this project since it has a higher elemental sensitivity.
There are generally four steps included in performing a WDS analysis, the first one being generation
of X-ray through an electron beam generated by an electron probe microscope. In this project an
electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) instrument was used with an acceleration voltage of 12kV.
The second step is detecting the X-rays using analytical crystals with specific lattice spacing, thus
when the X-rays reach the crystal only the ones that satisfy Bragg’s Law diffract, and the angle
between the crystal and sample can be varied so that different wavelength X-rays can be detected.
During this investigation four crystals were used to detect approximately three elements each. The
placement of the sample, crystal and detector, they are all on the so-called Rowland circle and when
changing angle of the crystal to detect different wavelengths. The sample and the detector moves
along the circle for efficient detection. Finally when the X-rays have been detected they are converted
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into photoelectrons to generate an electrical signal whose quantity is proportional to the quantity of the
elements, which is how the elemental maps are generated [63].

6.5 Contrast Measurements
The contrasts measurements are aimed to quantify the amount of the different materials visible on the
tools. When using the backscatter detector in SEM the reflecting electrons will have different energy
levels dependent on the atoms they are hitting, these energy differences will be represented by
different gray scales in the image. By quantify the areas represented by a specific range in the gray
scale it is possible to quantify the amount of coating left, adhered work-piece material, amount of
oxides and the amount of exposed substrate.
In this thesis the contrast measurements have been used to quantify the amount of substrate left on the
margin, i.e. the amount of torn off coating. The measurements were performed in MATLAB, using a
six-step method (see appendix A 6.5 for code). The first step contained extraction of a single layered
gray scale image followed by image enhancement using an exponential contrast enhancement
equation. The image enhancement (adapthisteq) was empirically optimized using a low contrast
enhancement limit, the highest possible number of bins to get great dynamic contrast range, using a
low number of tiles i.e. optimized over the largest area possible with a curved shaped histogram
equation since the original SEM image generally has two pixel region maxima.
The third step contained pixel range selection of the area that was selected for isolation.
Each pixel corresponds with a value on the gray scale from black to white (0 to 255), by using a pixel
inspection tool a series of pixel values that represent the targeted area to isolate could be selected.
Then a gray scale histogram was generated of the image so that the selected values could be compared
to the histogram, after this a range on the gray scale was selected as the pixels that represented the area
of interest, e.g. 115-230.
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Chapter-‐‑7	
  Results	
  and	
  discussion	
  
The result in this chapter is presented based on the same structure as the tests were performed in. The
aim is to show the results chronologically, putting emphasis on results that are representative for the
majority of the findings. Thus, the results are discussed as they are presented focusing on main takes
and limitations to their general applicability. The experimental procedure was divided into two series
of tests, the first one was used to select an appropriate cutting velocity, to go for an as concentrated
margin wear as possible. The second series of tests was aimed to map the progression of the wear
development.

7.1 Experimental procedure part one
7.1.1	
  Results	
  CoroDrill	
  870-‐‑MM	
  	
  
The set-up for sub-sample one, in the first series is explained in detail in chapter 7.4. However, three
velocities were used, and the wear pattern was compared with an increasing number of drilled holes.
Table 7.1 summarizes the outcome from the sub-test one.
Table 7.1, Results from ST1 CoroDrill 870-MM.

Velocity (Vc) [m/min]
Drill Sample
Holes [number]

60

75

100

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

689

600

600

600

400

400

Drilling Distance [m]

27.56

24

24

24

16

16

Incision time [min]

144.44

125.79

100.63

100.63

50.31

50.31

As seen in table 7.1 the Vc100 samples C1 and C2 were stopped just after 400 holes, this was due to
visible wear at the outer corner/flank face interface. The wear was measured using LOM to an
approximate value of VBmax ~ 0.3 mm, on sample C1 edge 2. Edge 1 on the same C1 sample and edge
2 sample C2 showed a similar type of wear at Vc100 after 400 holes, with the size VBmax ~0.21 mm,
not as extensive as C1 edge 2. Still, the drills were both stopped after 400 holes for comparison.
Additionally, as seen in the following images figure 7.1 and 7.2 edge 2 is slightly more worn on both
drills.
The sample C2 has slightly more AUS SS adhered on the outer corner, thus it was not
possible to perform VB measurements on those drills.

VBmax

7.1, Sample C1 edge 1

VBmax

7.2, Sample C1 edge 2
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7.3, Sample C2 edge 1

7.4, Sample C2 edge 2

Figure 7.1-7.4, LOM images of the flank face at the outer corner overviewing the transition to the margin on the
Vc100 samples after 400 holes.

The two lower velocities Vc 75 and Vc 60 were all used for drilling one additional interval step in
accordance to the plan 7.4.1, since no severe damaging could be seen on them using LOM after 400
holes. Nevertheless, drilling were stopped at 600 holes when there were a bit more squealing noise
coming from the CNC-machine, towards the end of the interval for the Vc75 samples. Hinting that the
drill was sufficiently worn to affect the quality of the holes and subsequently machining was stopped.
Sample A1 was used for the drilling of an additional 89 holes into the next interval. The result from
the additional 89 holes was without any visible difference of the wear progression using LOM, but
there was a bit of squealing noise coming from the machine towards the end of the 89 holes. Thus, a
new AUS SS plate was not used to drill the remaining 11 holes in the interval. A1 could no longer be
used for direct comparison with the Vc75 drills. But internal comparison A1 versus A2 showed very
slow wear progression, i.e. the Vc60 have reached an intermediate stage already at 600 holes.
The following images are taken in LOM at the margins close to the outer corner to
illustrate how the adhered AUS SS makes it difficult to see the wear that is located on the actual tool
itself. LOM is the characterization tool available when the decision to stop the drilling was made.
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7.5, Sample A1 edge 1

7.6, Sample B1 edge 1

7.7, Sample C1 edge 1

Figure 7.5-7.7, LOM images of the margin on edge 1, just after drilling

The wear of the samples seems to originate on the outer corners close to the flank face/flute and moves
down onto the margin as also seen by [44, 45, 55, 58, 60]. The reason why the wear propagates down
over the margin has probably to do with the back taper, which means that the top of the margin is in
closer contact with the hole wall in comparison with the margin/wall contact further down. Hence, the
area of interest for the analysis was focused on the margin and the transition at the outer corner over to
the flank face, as stated earlier in the objective. Using LOM, the magnification and adhered workpiece material restricts the information gained from such an analysis as seen in figure 7.5-7.7. Thus,
for further analysis SEM was used which can be seen in the following figures starting out with the
lowest velocity Vc60 and sample A2.

ri

Figure 7.8, SEM image sample A2 600 holes before
etching.

Figure 7.9, SEM image sample A2 600 holes after
etching.
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Figure 7.8 and 7.9 are SEM images from sample A2, before and after etching the adhered AUS SS
work-piece. In figure 7.8 it is hard to see what has happened to the tool due to the amount of adhered
AUS SS, but comparing the two images in this analysis it is still possible to get an accurate location of
the adhered material and how that correlates with the wear type seen on the tool. When comparing the
images from the A2 sample before and after etching it is possible to see that most of the coating has
been worn off. Coating would have appeared as the darker contrast regions on the margin in figure 7.8,
which can be seen to the left of the margin. Thus, if there would have been coating still left on the tool
margin the white substrate would not have been exposed as it is. But there are also darker regions on
the edge in figure 7.9, one theory is that it is an oxide layer that has been developed during machining
in similarity to what has been seen by Qi and Mills (1995) [48] in their tests and it is not coating. Still
chemical analysis is required for detection of the elements present in these layers. Additionally the
yellow arrow in figure 7.8 indicates the location of a crack before etching, more easily seen in figure
7.9. The crack grows from the flank face over the margin and down towards the flute side. The
placement of this crack is located similarly for both Vc60 drills, distance from outer corner 515 ± 50
µm in the shape of a circle with an average approximate radius of 520 µm (ri). This means that the
crack probably is partially caused by thermomechanical stresses originated from the temperature
gradient along the main edge, as heat is transferred away from the main edge through the tool.
Looking at the SEM images of the A2 samples figure 7.8-9 wear of the overlap between
the margin and flank face appears in a shape of what previously has been described as a ditch [58].
What is interesting but not surprising is the correlation of the placement of a thicker layer of adhered
work-piece material and the ditch, i.e. AUS SS fills the void that’s appeared on the edge and smoothed
the surface.
Figures 7.10-7.11 are SEM images taken on the B2 sample drilled at Vc75 before and
after etching. As indicated by the yellow arrow there is a crack visible on the edge before etching.

Figure 7.10, SEM image sample B2 600 holes.

Figure 7.11, SEM image sample B2 600 holes.

	
  

After etching it is clear that comparing B2 to A2 (figure 7.9, 7.11) more cracks have been formed on
the margin, and also small chips of the substrate have been torn off adjacent to these cracks. Pieces of
the substrate has been torn off where there, previously were much AUS SS adhere, at the same
location as the ditch could be seen in the lower Vc60 velocity. Still there are indications at the back of
the margin that there was a more distinct ditch on the edge before pieces of substrate was ripped off.
Notice that the images of B2 have a lower magnification than the A2 images. Therefore
the coating can be seen at the bottom in the B2 images. The area where most of the coating has been
torn off correlates fairly well with the height of the darker zone adjacent to the margin, to the left
indicated by the red line in figure 7.10. Where it is clear that the heat generated by machining has
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affected the coating. Hence, the height of this zone is referred to as the heat affected zone in the
following sections.
In the case when the velocity was increased to Vc100, an enlargement of the heataffected zone could be seen in comparison to the two lower velocities. Which has been drilled to 600
holes while the highest Vc100 only has been drilled to 400 holes. The following SEM images show
the result from machining, of the C2 samples.

Flank face

Margin

Figure 7.13, SEM image sample C2 400 holes.

Figure 7.12, SEM image sample C2 400 holes.

These are before and after etching the adhered AUS SS looking at the image after etching, the surface
appears to be much smoother on the edge transitioning from margin to flank face, figure 7.13. This in
comparison with the Vc75 where there are small rip-outs and cracks in this transition. Thus Vc100 is
more similar to Vc60 in transition edge wear, with an intact smoothly worn substrate surface.
Nevertheless, the formation of a ditch-like substrate wear on the upper margin adjacent to the
transition over to the flank face is still present, as in the two lower velocities. Looking at the formation
of cracks at the edge it seems like Vc100 gives a wear type that is a combination of the two lover
velocities. There is a longer crack moving from the flank face over the margin towards the flute side at
the tip of the yellow arrow similar to the one seen at Vc60. There are also a larger amount of small
cracks formed similar to the ones seen in Vc75. But the difference between the cracks seen at Vc75
and Vc100 is that a larger number of cracks are located further down at the back of the margin on the
Vc100 drills seen in image 7.13.
To get a better overview of the difference between the cracks that were formed in this
series of tests Sandvik Coromant’s CoroImage software was used. Where measurements were made to
generate comparable data, even though keeping in mind that the Vc100 drills has only been used to
drill 400 holes. Thus, they cannot be used for direct comparison. Table 7.2 summarizes the results
from the crack investigation.
Table 7.2, Summary of thermal cracks on margin Vc60, Vc75, and Vc100.

Speed	
  [Vc]	
  

60	
  

75	
  

100	
  

Number	
  of	
  cracks	
  

4	
  

26	
  

29	
  

Average	
  [µm]	
  

310	
  

167.4	
  

199.6	
  

Median	
  [µm]	
  

310.5	
  

148	
  

179	
  

Relative	
  variability	
  

9.2%	
  

45.4%	
  

60.1%	
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These measurements have been made on both edges of the samples, giving a total of four investigated
margins per velocity. The result in this table merely verifies what has been seen in the previous SEM
images, that the figure 7.9, 7.11, 7.13 are representative for the velocities. What the measurements
verify is that at Vc60 there is formation of a few long cracks with little variability in size. An
increment to the intermediate velocity Vc75, results in the formation of shorter cracks with a wider
spread in crack size. Finally Vc100 progresses into a combination of the two lower velocities giving a
larger average size but with the largest variability in size. What is interesting about the number of
cracks that were formed in the two higher velocities is their distribution between edge one and two.
Sample B1 had 70% of the cracks forming on edge one while B2 had 60% formed on edge two. The
result from the crack investigation of sample C1 and C2 showed similarly scattered results in crack
distribution between the two edges. A theory that might explain this result is that the tool is
asymmetric meaning that, there is an indentation for the holding screw on the shaft, which might shift
the center of gravity so that it is not exactly aligned with the geometrical symmetry axis. This would
result in an uneven distribution of wear between the edges, also vibrations and the condition of the
CNC-machine itself could possibly make this uneven distribution worse.
When the coating has been worn off the tool becomes less protected against wear, thus
the drills have also been rated dependent on which, that has the most coating left on the margin. One
of the comparisons can be seen in the following images.
7.14, A2, Vc60, 600h

7.15, B2, Vc75, 600h
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7.16, C2, Vc100, 400h

HAZ

Figures 7.14-16, Ranking of coating still left on the tool,
gives the following order Vc60 > Vc75 > Vc100.

Looking at the other margins of the drills as well, it was concluded that they could be rated based on
the amount of coating still left in the following way.
Vc60 > Vc75 > Vc100
On these etched samples it was found that there is a distinct region close to the top of the margin on
the CD870 drills, that was more wear affected and believed to have been exposed to higher
temperatures, due to the heat marks at the back of the margin seen both in LOM and on SEM images.
Thus, this region was named the heat-affected zone (HAZ).
Other measurements performed on the CD870 tools using Sandvik Coromant’s internal
CoroImage software, were measurements of the height of the HAZ. The following image shows how
the measurements were carried out from the top at the outer corner to the bottom of the HAZ.

Figure 7.17, Measurement heat affected zone (HAZ) height.

As seen in this picture the height of the HAZ, and the darker triangle shaped area on the drill to the left
of the margin correlated fairly well. Thus, it can be used as an indication of the HAZ during machining
when the margin is covered with AUS SS and the HAZ is not visible. The following table is meant to
show the relation between the HAZ length, in relation to velocity and number of holes that has been
drilled.
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Table 7.3, Height of heat affected zone (HAZ) variance with velocity.

Velocity	
  [Vc]	
  

60	
  

Average	
  length	
  
[um]	
  
Relative	
  
variability	
  (CV)	
  

746	
  
2.96%	
  

75	
  	
  
(+25%)	
  
940	
  
(+26%)	
  

100	
  
	
  (+	
  67%)	
  
1271	
  
(+70%)	
  

5.69%	
  

7.42%	
  

What is interesting with the results presented in table 7.3 is the correlation with increasing cutting
speed and the increasing height of the HAZ. The uncertainty of the measurements increases with
increasing cutting speed as indicated by the relative variability. Comparing Vc60 to Vc75, which both
were used for drilling 600 holes. The correlation between the increase in height and the speed is fairly
good, looking at the increase between Vc75 and Vc100, the HAZ increase is still there even though
those drills only had been used to drill 400 holes. This indicates as seen by I. Korkut et al. (2004) [45]
among others, that speed is a very effective way of controlling wear, even more important than
distance in this case.
The following images are overview of the margin taken in SEM, including images at
higher magnification of the surface where coating has been worn off adjacent to HAZ. The velocity
increases when moving from left to right, and the yellow squares indicate where the magnified images
were taken.
7.18, A2, Vc60, 600h

7.19, B2, Vc75, 600h

7.20, C2, Vc100, 600h

7.21, A2

7.22, B2

7.23, C2

Figure 7.18-7.23, SEM images of the margins, and at higher magnification of coating at the edge of HAZ increasing
velocity.

At the surface of the A2 sample it is possible to see quite a few pores in the coating, these are defects
formed most likely during the PVD process. Looking at the topography of the surface it is possible to
see sharp edges that make for the theory that the fracture has occurred inside this coating. The same
type of surface can be seen on the B2 sample, thus the conclusions that it is the same wear mechanism
acting on the A2 and B2 sample have been made. Based on these findings the result from the A and B
samples are that it is an adhesive wear mechanism causing fracture inside the coating that initiates the
wear of the tools. In the surrounding areas of these fracture surfaces small pieces of coating is still
attached to the substrate and the surface of the substrate is more or less intact which indicates that
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adherence between coating and substrate is not the weakest link, nor the strength of the substrate itself.
In the image of the C2 sample figure 7.23, it is clear that the worn surface differ and has progressed
even further than the other two lower velocities. In the image overviewing the cutting edge it is clear
that most of the coating has been worn off, and in the magnification of the little coating that has been
left closest to the flute the surface of the coating is much smoother and the substrate has also been
smoothly worn. Thus the different surface indicates that in the Vc100 case the wear type has changed
and progressed further possibly as an effect of greater heat generation during machining. Additionally
the wear of the coating is more evenly distributed over the entire cutting edge. It doesn’t seem to grow
from the outer corner following the HAZ down the edge in the same distinct way as for the lower
velocities. Nevertheless, the wear changes moving from the top and down along the margin, in the
overview image.
At lower magnification of the C2 sample the wear can be divided into three sections
moving from the top and down, figure 7.24. The first one is where what has been presumed to be an
oxide layer has been formed, similarly as the protective oxide layer seen by Qi and Mills (1996) [48].
Then there is an area, which might have been exposed to higher degree of mechanical fatigue caused
by continuous adhesion at lower temperature. In this area there are grooves perpendicular to the main
edge, the grooves can also be caused by the adhesive wear itself not only from the mechanical fatigue
caused by adhesive wear. Where small pieces of the substrate also has been ripped off undermining the
cutting edge and it develops into chipping of the back of the cutting edge, marked with green arrow
figure 7.24. The third stage is an evenly distributed adhesive wear of the coating, also with a smoother
surface of the worn coating.

Oxide layer

Groves
Chipp

Adhesive Coating Wear

Figure 7.24, SEM image overviewing the margin of a Vc100 sample showing different wear types.
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7.1.2	
  Analysis	
  CoroDrill	
  860-‐‑MM	
  
The CD860 is the solid 8 mm drill used in this study. The size, drilled distance and geometry
difference between CD860 and CD870 is possibly the main causes of the difference in wear
progression, hence CD860 required a different analysis approach. That is why the CD860 analysis is
merely based on optical inspection by the author of the wear originated during machining, the
following table summarizes the outcome from testing.
Table 7.41, Summary of result from ST1 CoroDrill 860-MM.

Velocity	
  (Vc)	
  [m/min]	
  

48	
  

60	
  

80	
  

Drill	
  Sample	
  

D1	
  

D2	
  

E1	
  

E2	
  

F1	
  

F2	
  

Holes	
  [number]	
  

204	
  

200	
  

131	
  

200	
  

200	
  

200	
  

8	
  

5.24	
  

3.56	
  

8	
  

8	
  

8	
  

43.7	
  

28.6	
  

19.4	
  

43.7	
  

43.7	
  

43.7	
  

Drilling	
  Distance	
  [m]	
  
Incision	
  time	
  [min]	
  

As seen some of the drills fractured during testing, the fracture occurred far from the drill tip closer to
the machine attachment. There was no relation between the cutting speed or the drilled number of
holes when the fractures occurred which makes the analysis of the cause even more complex. Still it is
assumed that the fracture did not occur due to wear that progressed close to tool lifetime, since tool
lifetime/test distance is generally much longer, close to 1500 holes [53,54,55,56]. There are numerous
of possible reasons that could have had an important role in the cause of the breakage. For example
problems with the substrate from production, grinding of the substrate after production (pre-treatment
before coating), vibrations from the CNC-machine set-up and tool symmetry. Just to name a few none
of which has been validated as the cause. Nevertheless, the following section shows the result from the
first series of tests where drills, drilled to the same number of holes are compared with increasing
cutting speed.
7.25, D2, Vc48, 200h

7.26, E2, Vc60, 200h

7.27, F2, Vc80, 200h

7.28, D2, Vc48, 200h

7.29, E2, Vc60, 200h

7.30, F2, Vc80, 200h
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7.31, D2, Vc48, 200h

7.32

7.33

7.34

Figure 7.25-7.34, SEM images of margin and magnification of coating close to HAZ equivalent together with typical
wear pattern for the CD860 drill.

Starting with row one image one, sample D2 used to drill 200 holes with a speed of Vc48. In this case
most of the coating on the margin has already been worn off. Focus in this wear study has been put on
the margin since it is the part of the tool where wear originates using this recommended cutting data.
As a result of the adhesive margin wear the tool will eventually be more susceptible to other wear
mechanisms and wear types as well, for example abrasive wear, chemical wear. Eventually resulting in
chipping of uncoated tools as seen by Ouchterlony [55]. Looking at the first row we have the D2, E2
and F2 samples with increasing speed all at the same magnification. The amount of coating left on the
margin decreases with increasing speed, the difference is more distinct between the two lower
velocities in relation to the higher one. However this difference has not been quantified by
measurements and it is merely an optical estimation. But the same trend can be seen on the other edges
as well. The surface of the worn coating has sharp edges for all velocities in magnified areas indicated
by the yellow squares. That is the reason for the theory that it is the same wear mechanism that acted
on the tool and initiated the wear progression and caused this wear type. The first image on the third
row shows the right side of the margin on the D2 sample (on the margin adjacent to the flute side, at a
height close to the outer corner). What is interesting with this image is to see what appears at the start
of substrate wear on this margin. There is what looks as the start of the formation of a crater (a rugged
substrate surface), where pieces of the substrate has been torn off probably by the adhesive wear
mechanism. The small rip-outs are a probable start of a crater formation/extensive substrate wears that
eventually leads to outer corner/margin failure generally due to chipping seen is figure 7.34. The
middle image of the third row overlooks the outer corner of the F1 sample and the intention is to show
the small chip formation on top of the outer corner that could be considered flank wear, as similarly
seen on the CD870. However, in that case the wear location has a tendency to move from the margin
over the outer corner to the flank face. This outer corner exposure and wear type is very similar to
what has been seen by Harris et al. (2003) [23], when drilling cast iron under dry conditions with
TiAlN coated HSS drills.
Finally the third image on the third row is an overview of the F2 sample just to show
that there, actually is coating left on the margin just placed further down, which means that the coating
wear has progressed quickly. In appendix A7.1.2 the relation between increasing cutting speed and
increased amount of adhered AUS SS can be seen in SEM images and the relation between the two is
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that an increased cutting speed will increase the amount of adhered AUS SS through the formation of
a built up layer (BUL).

7.2 Experimental procedure part two
For the second experimental test series one of the three velocities tested in the first test was selected,
with the aim to map the progression of the wear on the margin. The second test also included a change
to a different CNC-machine, and subsequently a change in the cutting fluid pressure supply from 30
Bar to 40 Bar and 1% higher concentration (9% emulsion).

7.2.1	
  Analysis	
  CoroDrill	
  860-‐‑MM	
  
In this second test the Vc80 cutting speed was selected since it represented the quickest progression of
the believed adhesive tool wear based on the outcome of the first series of tests. The results from the
execution of this test series (ST2) are summarized and reported in the following table.
Table 7.5, Result from the second series of CD860 tests mapping wear progression.

Sample
Holes [nr.]
Distance [m]
Time [min]

G1
2
0.08
0.3

G2
2
0.08
0.3

H1
10
0.4
1.5

H2
10
0.4
1.5

I1
50
2.0
7

I2
50
2.0
7

J1
100
4.0
13

J2
100
4.0
13

In ST2 there was a noticeable difference in the amount of wear between the two edges, which is not
unheard of but not a desired result. It indicates errors in the tool balance of the test set-up, i.e. a
machine or tool related issue causing uneven tool wear that possibly lowers the hole quality. The
following are SEM images of the margin on edge 2, which was the most worn edge of the tool. The
images display the wear progression with increasing number of holes (h).

7.35, G2, 2h

7.36, H2, 10h

7.37, I2, 50h

7.38, J2, 100h

Figure 7.35-7.38, Wear progression of CD860 tools unetched SEM images 300x magnification edge 2.

To follow the wear progressions dependency on drilling distance the amount of exposed substrate was
used as an indication of the wear severity with increasing number of drilled holes as distance. This was
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estimated using the MATLAB quantification measurements, described in section 8.5. The results from
these measurements are shown in the following graph.

Exposed	
  Substrate

CoroDrill	
  860-‐MM
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Edge	
  2	
  
y	
  =	
  0,0874ln(x)	
  -‐ 0,0063
R²	
  =	
  0,82789
Edge	
  1	
  
y	
  =	
  0,002x	
   -‐ 0,0097
R²	
  =	
  0,7725
0

50
100
Number	
  of	
  Holes

150

Figure 7.39, Adhesive wear progression of coating in ST2 of CD860.

This graph shows the best trend fit as a logarithmic trend for edge 2 and linear trend for edge 1
representation of the measurements. The results from edge 2 show that there are two distinct regions
that can be separated. The first initialization step where wear progresses quickly, followed by an
intermediate stage where the progression is more stable and linear. It is very similar to the two initial
steps of wear progression, seen and estimated by Harris et al. (2003) [23]. The initial region roughly
stretches over the 20 first holes on both edges, and it then adapts to a more linear trend. The results
show that there is a significant difference between the two edges, which also could be seen before the
measurements were done. What should be noticed when looking at the measurements displayed in this
figure is that the R2 value for edge 1 is lower in comparison with edge 2. Thus this representation is
more unreliable in comparison to the representation of the measurements from edge 2. Still a linear
trend is the most fitting to show the wear progression of this dataset. These measurements were
performed on the etched samples H1, H2, I2, J2 the earliest samples from two holes was selected for
other analysis.
The measurements in figure 7.40 were made on a fixed area on the tool margin, which
includes the entire area, equivalent to the HAZ after 100 holes. With the number of drilled holes as a
distance variable. Thus, to better be able to follow the wear of the coating on the tool itself a section
3.75 mm high was cropped out from the margin. Edge 2 of the etched samples from 50 and 100 holes
and were then analyzed. The following graph shows the amount of exposed substrate as a function of
distance from the outer corner along the margin and 3,75 mm down.
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  Substrate

CoroDrill	
  860-‐MM
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

50	
  Holes
100	
  Holes

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

µm  fom  Outer  Corner
Figure 7.40, Coating wear of CD860 on the margin as a function of distance from outer corner.

The trends in these figures are moving averages which best represent what optically also can be seen
and that is, there is a distinct transition zone between lots and little torn off coating. The placement of
this transition zone is roughly the same, but the size of the transition is larger at lower length (holes).
Meaning that the wear does quickly progress further down the margin it, but it still stays and continue
to act concentrated closer to the outer corner. Then after 100 holes the difference closer to the outer
corner and further down the margin becomes smaller. Therefore, the tool geometry is most likely to be
one of the most important factors for the wear progression along the margin of the CD860 tool. The
reason why the wear is concentrated at the top of the margin is that the tool itself is slightly cone
shaped, i.e. the margin closest to the outer corner where the tool diameter is measured is in closer
contact with the hole wall than what it is further down the margin. This is often referred to as the
“back taper” in tool design, and it is measured as a clearance angle over distance, the reason why it is
introduced is to reduce friction and heat generation leaving more space between the drill and hole wall.
Looking at SEM images of horizontal cross-sections performed as described in previous
section 6.3. Figure 7.41 and 7.42 show how the AUS SS work-piece adheres onto the coating just after
two holes close to the edge between the margin and flute.
7.41, G2, 2h

7.42, G2, 2h

Figure 7.41-7.42, Early adhesion of AUS SS onto surface defects of the CD860 G2 drill, horizontal cross-section.
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The curvatures in these images are the transition over into the chip flute where one can see pores
acting as a nucleation site for work-piece adherence. Figure 7.42 is taken further back closer to the
middle of the margin where more AUS SS has adhered and have filled one of the voids. As the AUS
SS is torn off from the coating it fractures away small pieces of the coating. It can also be observed
what appears to be a crack forming inside the coating in the rotating direction placed behind the
adhered AUS SS and that a small piece of the coating will eventually loosen and follow the AUS SS
away.
At higher numbers of drilled holes, the wear has progressed further, to the point where
there are large areas along the margin where there is no coating left and the substrate is fully exposed
to the hole wall. The following images are taken of such an exposed area after drilling 50 holes.
7.43, I2, 50h

7.44

7.45

7.46

Figure 7.43-7.46, Later stage formation of a built up layer onto the margin to the CD860 sample I2.

The first image is an overview of where the photos at higher magnifications have been taken. The
photo surrounded by the green square closest to the chip-flute side shows how the AUS SS builds up
closest to the edge. There is first a hill where there is coating left, AUS SS adheres in front of this hill
to smoothen out the surface that has been rugged by mechanical load, protecting the coating that is still
left. Then at the backdrop of this hill wear shows a much more gradual decline of coating height,
moving towards the middle of the margin. At the back of the margin there is lots of AUS SS adhered
which possibly is caused by the geometry of the worn tool, i.e. there is an angle between the flute side
and back on the margin which makes for the uneven tool wear. Lots of AUS SS adheres in front of the
coating at the back on the margin seen in images 7.45-7.46. But still with little coating left on the
flute-side of the adhered material image 7.45. Figure 7.46 and 7.43 indicates that there is two stages to
coating wear by the adhered AUS SS. First the tear off of a small piece of the coating or the creation
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of a surface defect and then new AUS SS will adhere onto that pit/rugged surface, left by the removed
coating, which is how this continuous adherence removal occurred causing gradual wear progression.

7.2.2	
  Analysis	
  CoroDrill	
  870-‐‑MM	
  
The ST2 analysis were focused on following the progression of the adhesive wear mechanism acting
on the margin of the CD870 tool as well. Be using the horizontal cross-sectioning, SEM and image
contrast measurements. The different CNC-machine used in ST2 could be a reason why the result
showed a much later formation of a visible HAZ formation adjacent to the margin, which was seen
after 50 holes seen in ST1. A similar HAZ formation was seen between 500 and 1000 holes in ST2.
The results from the drill tests performed are summarized in the following table.
Table 7.6, Result from the CoroDrill 870-MM drill test in ST2.

Sample
Holes [nr.]
Distance [m]
Incision time [min]

K1, K2, K3
2
0.08
0.3

L1, L2, L3
10
0.4
1.7

M1, M2, M3
50
2
8.4

N1, N2, N3
100
4
16.8

O1, O2, O3
500
20
84

P1, P2
1000
40
168

After drilling, all the tools where analyzed using SEM. Since not any noticeable difference in wear
with increasing the number of holes could be seen using LOM. SEM images of unetched samples edge
2 with increasing number of holes can be seen in appendix A7.2.2. The results from the SEM
investigation showed uneven wear distribution between edge 1 and 2. The general tendency showed
that edge number 2 was more worn than edge number 1. One explanation for this result could be that
the drill geometry itself is asymmetric, meaning that on the holding shaft of the drill tip there is an
indentation on the same side as edge number 2 meant for the holding screw shifting the center of
gravity closer to edge number 1 creating a potentially very small rotating momentum around the
symmetry axis pushing edge 2 towards the hole wall. Another possibility could be the set-up of the
CNC-machine as with the CD860 drill also seen in ST2, if the machine is not in optimal condition
creating perfect balance for the selected tool and tool holder the wear might not be symmetrically
placed on the drill. Still the result can be used for analysis, for example looking at the SEM images it
is clear to see that increasing the number of drilled holes will increase the amount of adhered workpiece material as shown in the following figures.
7.47, L1, Vc75, 10h

7.48, N1, Vc75, 100h

7.49, P2, Vc75, 1000h

Figure 7.47-7.49, SEM images of CoroDrill 870-MM after 10, 100 and 10000 holes.

Looking at these images one can see that the amount of adhered work-piece somewhat correlates with
the extent of worn coating, meaning that more and thicker layers of work-piece material will adhere
onto the tool when coating has been ripped off. Thus to quantify the amount of the worn coating the
image contrast measurements was used from section 6.5. The result can be seen in the following
graph.
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Figure 7.50, Adhesive wear progression of the coating.

This figure shows that the initial progression is rapid reaching just above 4 % after two holes on edge
2 and above 11% on edge 2 after 10 holes. Then the wear rate eventually levels out into an
intermediate stage from around 50 holes, adapting to a more linear trend between wear amount and
distance. Edge 1 reaches this intermediate stage much quicker but the wear on edge 1 is also
substantially lower as mentioned earlier where a possible theory is that it is probably caused by the
tool symmetry, the significant wear difference could also be seen in the SEM images without
measurements. The R2 value of the edge 1 trend is also lower meaning more uncertainties and a more
relatively scattered result from edge 1, however, the significant wear difference still remains. The
reason is not determined and cause validation still remains since the CNC-machine and tool symmetry
influence is so complex that the cause could not be covered in this thesis. But the wear spread in ST2
was greater than in ST1, thus the machine is of importance.
The intention with the measurements performed in the following graph was to see if
there was a correlation between the amount of adhered AUS SS and the amount of torn off coating as
presented earlier.
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Figure 7.51, Amount of AUS SS adhered onto the margin.

The graph in figure 7.51 represents measurements performed in the same way as for the previous
graphs, but in this case evaluated from SEM images from edge 2 before etching off the AUS SS. The
actual amount is irrelevant in terms of comparing % numbers with the graph in figure 7.50. What is
interesting is the trend/rate at which the material adheres. The trend is very similar which might not
come as a surprise that there is an initial stage followed by an intermediate stage at which the
adherence rate becomes more stagnate. Still, the resemblance suggests that there is a correlation
between the amount of adhered material and wear of the coating, meaning that both wear and
adherence progresses quickly in the beginning, followed by an intermediate rate. Since it is an
intermediate machining process with continuous sticking and losing, the margin will not be fully
covered with AUS SS, thus some substrate will be exposed even after 1000 holes.
The following images are taken after 10 holes on edge 2, and the aim was to be able to
have a look at the adherence of AUS SS onto the coating, to be able to see how the materials interacted
and hopefully see how pieces of coating had been ripped off.
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7.52, L1, 10h

7.53, M3, 50h

7.54, M3, 50h

7.55, M3, 50h

Figure 7.52-7.55, Horizontal cross section of the CD870 drill after 10 holes showing coating wear.

The first image 7.52 is located closest to the flute side of the margin, what is interesting with this
image is how the coating has been worn at the backdrop moving away from the flute side. Not as
smooth as the CD860 drill, it looks more as if pieces of the coating have been ripped off and not much
AUS SS adheres onto the tool at this stage. The second image figure 7.53 is at the exit of the HAZ
further at the back of the margin, here AUS SS do adhere onto the coating and causes breakages inside
the coating as it is ripped away. What is interesting to see in the magnified image 7.55 is the crack that
is formed inside the coating probably developed as work-piece material was ripped away. The crack
grows straight into the coating from the fractured surface before it changes direction towards the
surface with an angle, as it comes close to what looks as a darker droplet inside the coating. This crack
propagation could be describes as a brittle fracture similar to the brittle ceramic fracture model
presented by K. Kato et al. (2001) [40] (section 3.5.3). Thus pores and droplets inside the coating can
act both as crack initiators and inhibitors, creating the sharp edges on the fractured coating surface.
The following block of images shows the evaluation of the interaction between adhered
work-piece material and the substrate.
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7.56, O2, 500h

7.57, O2, 500h

7.58, O3, 500h

7.59, O3, 500h

Figure 7.56-7.59, Horizontal cross section of the CD870 drill ST2 after 500 holes showing AUS SS substrate
interaction, layer formation, BUL formation and crack initiation.

The first row is at an early stage where work-piece material starts to build up on the substrate, as seen
in the first image surface roughness is beneficial for adherence but not absolutely necessary. As seen
AUS SS does not just adhere in the pits it sticks to the flat surfaces as well. The second image in the
first row is taken further away from the flute at the back of the margin shows how the AUS SS fills the
voids. When the adhered material loosens the flute-side of the patch loosens first and it then takes the
rest with it. Image 7.58 and 7.59 on the second row is taken on the O3 samples further down in the
middle, and further away from the flute side at the back of the margin. Where a thicker layer of AUS
SS adhered. In image 7.58 one can see that there are several layers that has been formed on top of the
substrate, it is assumed that at least one of this layers includes some oxides thus this cross-section was
selected for further WDS investigation. Image 7.59, is taken close to the back of the margin very close
to the flank where the many thermal cracks were found in ST1. In this image the built up layer, over
the crater in the substrate acts as an initiation site for the crack formation that grows intergranular.
Based on this CD870 investigation it is assumed that there is the adhesive wear
mechanism that acts on the tool also in this case. The wear initiates and progresses from continuous
adhesive coating wear, located on the margin close to the outer corner adjacent to the flute side and
when substrate is exposed the tool becomes more susceptible to other wear mechanisms and wear
types. Work-piece material adheres in small patches onto the substrate and when it loosens it rips a
small piece of the substrate with it, when a thicker layer of AUS SS builds up over the crater shear
forces and pressure from the hole due to difference in thermal expansion, initiates crack formation that
grows intergranular. When the crack has grown big enough with the help from thermomechanical
stresses as well, it eventually causes chipping of the flank face along the main edge and restricts tool
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lifetime unless the crater formation already have undermined the outer corner and restricted tool
lifetime. The following images shows the fracture that has occurred within the coating by adhered
AUS SS after 10 holes on a etched sample and patches of AUS SS adhering onto the substrate creating
craters as it is ripped off after 500 holes.

AUS SS

Adhesive fractured surface
Carter

Figure 7.60-7.61, Wear types specific for the CD870 tool at early and later stage.

7.3 Cracks
Based on the vertical cross-sections performed as described in section 6.3 on the C2 sample, it was
possible to extract cracks with three different morphologies from the etched Vc100 drill in ST1. These
are shown in the following images.
7.62

7.63

7.64

Figure 7.62-7.64, Etched drills sample C1 showing different crack morphologies.

The first image is from an early height closes to the outer corner and flute side in this part of the tool
the cracks grow from the margin into the sample with an angle directed away from the flank face and
towards the flute. The second image is located further down at the middle of the margin and there the
cracks grow straighter into the tool. In the final image there is a shorter but a wider crack is located
closest to the back of the margin. The crack in the second image figure 7.63 appears to originate from
a small substrate tear off crater, even though it is hard to determine since the samples have been
etched. Nevertheless, the crack follows an assumed temperature gradient, i.e. difference in thermal
conductivity between AUS SS (16.3 W/mK, [9]) and the substrate (92 W/mK, [15]) means that heat
will be transported away through the tool creating a temperature gradient depending on cutting heat
generates zones and as a result stresses due to thermal expansion. The third image located further back
away from the flute on the margin is not as deep and appears to be wider, in the region where it was
found that the adhesive wear mechanism causes substrate rip-outs that eventually undermines the
margin by the formation of a crater (figure 7.65).
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From the second test series 15 cross-sections were also performed on a sample drilled
to 1000 holes, the method is in detail described in section 6.3. However, in this case only the 1µm
slurry was used polishing for 15 min with an average removal rate of 17 µm per cross-section, to
follow the crack propagation. In the following figures cracks close to the outer corner can be seen
placed on the margin.

7.65

7.66

7.67

Figure 7.65-7.67, LOM Cross-section analysis of cracks formed after 1000 drilled holes located close to outer corner
and further towards the middle of the margin.

The first image shows the location of the cross-section images, the middle image shows adhered workpiece material in small pits and cracks growing with an approximate 45° angle into the substrate
towards the flute. The third image shows a cross-section closer to the flute, and here the cracks also
grow with a 45° angle into the substrate from the margin. But here the cracks grow away from the
flute, i.e. in the opposite way from the cracks at the back creating a crater at the middle. What is
interesting with the bigger crack in figure 7.67 is at the front closer to the flute, is that there is a little
crack growing out from the major crack in what looks similar to the formation of a lateral crack. In
appendix A7.3.1 there are 10 images following the propagation of a crack formed at the flank and then
moving down towards the rake face. In those images one can follow the crack indicated by the yellow
arrow in image 7.65. Initiation and growth starts from the bottom of a pit in the substrate close to the
flank face with a 45° angle towards the flute. Moving down along the margin the crack grows longer
into the substrate. After the third cross-section, the crack curves and becomes more parallel to the
surface of the margin reaching towards the flute, at the same time a second crack appear just a few
microns in front of the curved crack reaching towards the tip of the curved edge. The following two
cross-sections the crack in front of the curved edge becomes smaller and moves closer together until
they merge into one crack just above the knee that is indicated by the tip of the yellow arrow. After
this knee the crack somewhat straightens out, maintaining the 45° angle into the substrate from the
margin as it moves closer to the flute, just as it approaches the edge between the margin and flute it
starts to curve towards the flute again.
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7.4 WDS Analysis
Chemical analysis was performed by WDS mapping of an area where AUS SS work-piece material
had adhered onto the substrate after drilling 500 holes with the O2 sample of the CD870 tool. There
was a darker region that could be seen in the middle of the margin from the SEM image, thus a
horizontal cross-section was targeted as described in section 6.4 to try and analyze what the layer
consisted of. Investigating the cross-section in SEM the darker region could be seen as layers
underneath the work-piece material. Under the darker layer and there is a lighter layer closest to the
substrate, see figure 7.68.

WC

Fe

Cr

Mn

Si

O

Figure 7.68-7.73, Elemental maps from the WDS analysis.

These images from the WDS map shows an arbitrary concentration intensity scale, meaning they
cannot provide an exact composition but merely be used qualitatively to show concentration
differences. In appendix A7.4.1 all the elemental intensity maps can be found for the two areas of the
cross-section that were investigated. In the second image at the first row iron (Fe) is found at high
concentrations at the top, which is the adhered work-piece material, elevated Fe concentrations is also
present in the layers that has formed underneath the adhered AUS SS. In the third image on the first
row there is chromium, which has the second highest concentration in AUS SS and so, also present in
the adhered material. However, even higher intensity of Cr can be seen in the lighter of the built up
layers on the tool than inside the adhered AUS SS, which is the main Cr source.
There is a thin darker layer formed between the adhered AUS SS and the formed Cr, Fe
region. This layer comprises of Mn and Si that are the first two images in row two. The third image in
row two shows the intensity of oxygen, and as seen it is the highest in the Mn, Si layer but also a little
bit higher in the Cr, Fe region than in the AUS SS region. Thus moving from the top and down there is
adhered AUS SS followed by a thin layer containing Si, Mn and O followed by a thicker Cr, Fe layer
with little O closest to the WC/Co substrate.
The stability of the oxides in the range 600-800ᵒC is according to the Ellingham
diagram as follows MnO, SiO2, Cr2O3 and Fe3O4. Which means that Mn is the most reactive metal
followed by Si, Cr and finally Fe it follows the formation at which the oxide layers are formed, the
source of the metals are as alloying elements in AUS SS and the Mn Si layer forms first closest to the
adhered AUS SS reasonable considering their placement in the periodic table, followed by Cr and Fe
layer which are harder to oxidize which means that these oxides probably has not been formed yet.
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Chapter-‐‑8	
  Conclusions	
  	
  
Based on the result from the testing procedures the following conclusions can be made,
•   When drilling AUS SS with CD860 and CD870 the adhesive wear mechanism is the main
mechanism that initiates wear of the tool by causing fractures to occur inside the coating,
causing coating rip-offs layer by layer. From there on the adhesive wear progresses to act on
the rugged surface, eventually progresses onto the substrate, making the tool more vulnerable
to adhesive, abrasive, chemical and thermomechanical wear.
•   When using the CD860 drill the main mechanism is the adhesive mechanism all the way
through the recommended cutting speed interval and even at 11% above the recommended
maximum.
•   The wear of the CD870 tool changes significantly when increasing the cutting speed 11%
above the recommended maximum. Leaving a different, more worn and much smoother
surface behind. Hence, the theory that there was a different wear type/progression since it was
more and differently worn. Even at shorter drill distance in comparison to the lower velocities.
Still the adhesive wear mechanism was believed to be the cause of this wear type.
•   Wear starts at the outer corner of the tool and decreases exponentially moving down the
margin on the CD860 tool, it is a result of the back taper angle on the tool.
•   The CD870 has a much more distinct boundary between worn off coating and remaining
coating, which also correlates well with the HAZ formation. The height of HAZ increases
with increased cutting speed seen in ST1.
•   From ST2 it was seen that the formation of HAZ also correlates with the formation of a
distinct oxide layer on the CD870 tool, i.e. at 500 holes no HAZ and very little oxide visible
among the AUS SS that is also why it was WDS investigated to analyze the initiation of oxide
layer formation. After 1000 holes a clear and stabile oxide layer formation along with a HAZ
was visible.
•   From ST1 all drills have a distinct HAZ and indications of the presence of oxide layers, but
not validated using WDS.
•   Crack formation as a result of the adhesive wear and thermomechanical loads is also part of
the wear pattern at the later wear stage on the CD870 drill, more and more clear cracks forms
at higher temperature and larger number of drilled holes.
•   At larger numbers of drilled holes regardless of velocity there has been seen, a formation of an
oxide layers on the CD870 drill along with a Cr, Fe-rich layer forming.
•   The geometry and size difference between the two tools affect the amount and location of the
wear substantially, however the rate at which the material is removed has a similar progression
tendencies with initial and intermediate stages.
•   Other than adhesive wear the larger sized CD870 tool also experience thermomechanical
crack formation and formation of an oxide layer on the margin, probably mainly as a result of
the longer drilling distance in comparison to the CD860.
•   Generally applicable knowledge gained from the experiment is that increasing cutting speed
Vc in both cases CD860 and CD870 increased the amount of wear. For the CD870 tool, speed
has a greater effect on the amount of wear than distance.
•   Increased cutting speed Vc increased the amount of smeared AUS SS and wear on both
CD860 and CD870.
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8.1 Limitations
There are faults or limitations to the test that has been performed in this project and should be kept in
mind when interpreting the result.
•   The drilling was performed in two different CNC-machines with different cutting fluid
pressure supply in ST1 and ST2, thus ST2 is not an exact mapping of the wear progression as
seen with the same cutting data in ST1. The analysis is based on internal evaluation of the
result within the sub-tests.
•   Direct comparison between CD860 and CD870 could only be done as a function of
recommended feed and cutting speed.
•   There has not been sufficient quantities of tests perform to be able to statistically present a
confidence interval for the wear progression. Thus, the findings in this report does not have
statistical support to be able to present a general wear rate model, however results are in-line
with what previously been seen in literature and internal reports.
•   In cross-section analysis measurements of height between the material removal steps could
only be performed with 10µm accuracy, giving low height accuracy (error ~10% of measured
height) thus the images from ST1 could not be used for 3D alignment as intended, since the
fault would be in the range 80% of the measured height after 8 cross-sections.
•   The chemical WDS map analysis used provided an arbitrary elemental intensity scale, thus an
exact composition of the layers could not be obtained, partially since they were so thin and
intertwined. But it was mainly due to time limitation and the occupation of the WDS machine.
Thus only a qualified guess of what the layers consist of could be made based on the element
present in the different layers.

8.2 Future work
This thesis work has been involved in the early stage development of the CD870 and CD860 tools for
ISO-M applications. Thus, much work in this thesis has been done to gain generic knowledge through
clear and simple conclusions. It is now possible to develop coatings more efficiently when the basis of
the wear initiation has been discovered, i.e. the fracture location. Thus, tool life can be prolonged
through coating development to inhibit wear initiation more efficiently.
To take the development of the ISO-M drill tools to the next level, any of the following
points could serve as an interesting starting point for the next development project.
•   Take into consideration the difference of back taper angle at the margin, normalize wear as a
function of distance, size and geometry of the tool to get a general applicable wear model and	
  
tool	
  life	
  estimation	
  for ISO-M drilling.
•   Account for thermal and mechanical load on the edges, simulation of thermal stress due to
heat fluxes to get a better understanding of the thermomechanical cracks formed, those with
very similar location and shape on the CD870 tool.
•   Stresses due to differences in thermal expansion of the tool and the surrounding	
  material, the
pressure caused by the heated surrounding AUS SS matrix onto the margin and its dependence
on speed. For a better cutting fluid supply dependent on speed, requiring actual temperature
and machine force measurement.
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•   Since the coating appeared to be the weakest link of the tool in these tests it should be of top
priority for future development, reducing pores and increasing strength. However, coating
wear is also affected by the properties of the substrate [68], thus the issue is probably not
completely resolved by only better the properties of the coating.
	
  
•   Further understanding of the intregranual crack propagation need to be understood in
similarity of what has been done by Tarragó et al. (2008) [66], to be able to move forward
with thermal fatigue crack inhibition through fatigue carck growth analysis in the FCC binder.
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9.2 Appendix
A 6.5
close all
clear all
clc
%image read in and contrast enhancement
R1=imread('sem7.png');
figure, imshow(R1);
R = imtophat(R1,strel('disk', 5e2));
figure, imshow(R)
r=R(:,:,1);g=R(:,:,2);b=R(:,:,3);
r1=adapthisteq(r,'NBins', 7e2, 'NumTiles', [2 2], 'clipLimit',.0035,'Distribution','exponential','Alpha', 1e-6);
g1=adapthisteq(g, 'NBins', 7e2,'NumTiles', [2 2],'clipLimit',.0035,'Distribution','exponential','Alpha', 1e-6);
b1=adapthisteq(b, 'NBins',7e2,'NumTiles', [2 2], 'clipLimit',.0035,'Distribution','exponential', 'Alpha', 1e-6);
%pixel range selection
d=impixel(r1);
figure, imhist(r1);
value= sort(d,'descend');
disp(num2str('Selected pixel values'));
disp(value);
y=input('max value ');
q=input('min value ');
% image thresholding
out=1<r&g&b<255;
out1= q <r1 & b1 & g1< y ;
I1=imfill(out,'holes');
I2 = imtophat(out1,strel('disk', 5e2));
I3=bwmorph(I2, 'clean',Inf);I4=bwmorph(I3,'fill',Inf);
%data output
figure, imshow([I4 I1 out1]);
a1=bwarea(I1);
a2=bwarea(I4);
s=(a2/a1)*100;
U=[num2str(s),' % substrate exposed'];
disp(U)
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A 2.4, [69].
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A7.3.1

Flute Side

Margin

Image views from the top, when polishing down the drill
tip. Thus the top surface in these images is the margin
surface and the right image side is closer to the flute side.
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